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College honors courageous reporter

documentary photograp hers," lies who were stuck at Walter Reed."
One of these families was Dell and
she said. "They observe more
than they speak, they become Annette McLeod. a couple from South
invisible; they find ways to Carolina living at Walter Reed , and
recede into the comers of the grappling each day with the devastatroom so that the stage is ing effects of war. Hull and Priest 's
wholl y occupied by the sub- 2007 story, entitled "The Hotel Afterjects." Indeed , Hull described math," describes the everyday trauma
her work as a way of becom- impacting the McLeod family with
ing a veritable part of an in- great sinccnty. The article reads,
dividual' s
life .
putting "[Dell] worked in textile and steel
together each piece of the mills in rural South Carolina before
puzzle until the final portrait deploying. Now he takes 23 pills a
becomes not onl y visible , but day. prescribed by vanous doctors at
tangible. As she said. "This is Walter Reed. Crowds frig hten him. He
the kind of reporting that 's is too anxious to drive. When panic
not Q&A and shoving a mi- strikes, a soldier friend named Oscar
crophone in someone's face. takes him to Baskin-Robbins for
It 's asking for permission to vanilla ice cream."
come into their lives and exThe Washington Post 's exposure of
the deteriorating conditions at Walter
plain it to the reader."
In the Pulitzer Prize-win- Reed for veterans like Dell prompted
ning series "Walter Reed and outcry in Congress to improve medBeyond ." Hull and fellow ical programs for American veterans.
Post reporter Dana Pnest ex- However, in the fast-paced and complored the deteriorating con- petitive world of journalism , such stoditions at Walter Reed Army ries are becoming increasingly
Medical Center in Washing- difficult to follow up on.
TOM B0UO/THE COIBY ECHC
ton , D.C. Having previousl y
As Hull said. "It 's much easier to
Anne Hull spoke in Ostrove on the ethical framework that guides her career.
understood Walter Reed to be have someone in the office blogging
the "gold standard of Army and riffing and doing analysis and cdcare," Hull and Pnest fol- itonal. It 's much more expensive and
trove Auditorium following the pres- lowed up on a tip that the soldiers re- time-consuming to send a coup le of
entation of the Lovejoy Award She turning from Iraq weren't getting the reporters out on the road or up to Walter Reed for four
recalled anecdotes, reflected on con- proper medical care
months to find out
versations past, and above all, illus- they deserve. To
trated the philosophy she uses to expose the story
what 's going on."
Hull
guide her journalistic work and intent. accurately and intiOverall ,
By ELISABETH PONSOT
expressed mixed
"[T]hcrc 's the other side of [jour- mately, the duo
NEWS EDITOR
sentiments toward
nalism], and that is writing about the conducted inveswhat lies ahead for
National Reporter for the Washing- little guy who is on the receiving end ti gative work bethe future of reton Post Anne Hull has followed the of this vice and is being neglected and hind the medical
's
porting in Amenca.
impoverished, the oppressed and the forgotten," she said. "That's the kind center gates.
"That first night
Yet instead of makmarginalized to every comer of the of journalism that I tend to do, and
ing predicUqoj-j ^i^
nation in search of their stories. Her that 's the telescope I look tlupugh [at WaiterRccd] was
jtujt incredible to
concluded on a
deeply personal accounts of individu- when I'm out reporting stones.
Recent pieces written by Hull us," she said. "We
personal note with
als and their families bring to life
a promise to consome of the most critical and complex tackle tough questions about federal didn 't take any
tinue the type of
migrant worker programs, homosex- notes, we just kind
issues of our time
journalism
that
Hull was recognized for her contri- uality in rural America and health of took in thisscene.
highlights the supbutions to the field of journalism by care for veterans returning from the And it was not the
pressed and vindithe College on Sunday, September 28. ongoing military effort in Iraq. She Walter Reed that the
had
as she was presented with the 2008 writes from the perspective of the in- President
Anne Hull cates the voiceless.
shown
us
or
generShe said, " "My
Iilijah Parish Lovejoy award. Presi- dividuals and families she meets—
National Reporter for
the Washington Post
own courage comdent William D Adams presided over the people whose lives are als had shown us...
pared to that of
the occasion, noting Hull' s humani- dramatically impacted by these re- And so we just
watched, and we
Lovejoy's is nothtarian reporting in his introductory re- spective issues each day.
Hull' s ethical approach to journal- continued this reporting until we met ing. But if there 's anything I can
marks. "The [Lovejoy Selection]
Committee chose Anne Hull... who ism mirrors her reporting style. As families it was safe to approach. We promise to keep doing, it 's to go
lias earned a reputation for her closel y she noted in the lecture, she tries to would listen to them if they were ex- out with the empty notebooks and
observed portraits of people who have observe as much as possible, taking plaining some troubles they were going to try and document what 's going
been , one way or another, marginal- notes and making connections as through....And that 's how we came to on in the country and I promise to
ised in America." he said.
people live their lives. "The journal- get the inside stories, by burrowing in, do it even as the ground shifts beHull spoke to a full crowd in Os- ists that I' ve always admired are like embedding, with some of these fami- neath the newspapers."

Hull 's narrative
style speaks f or
the suppressed

The journalists
that I've always
admired are like
documentary
photographers.
They observe
more than
they speak, they
become
invisible.

CONCERT PREVIEW

Cake set for this Friday on the Hill

Wadsworth is
band 's last stop
on eight show run
By PETE KIRN
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, October 3 in the
Wadsworth Gymnasium. Cake will
take the stage for the SPB fall concert ,, bnngmg their unique brand of
funky, ironic alternative rock.
Cake is a verb, according to Vince
DiFiore , trumpet player for the California-based quintet DiFiore has been
spending most of his time latel y in
Sacramento , where the band began in
1991 and still talis home On September 26, they embarked on an eight
show run taking them first through
Canada , then from Mary land all the
way north to Mayflower Hill.
DiFiore 's voice is a soft , slight California drag that contrasts with the
bombastic sound that Cake brings to
the stereo. The name itself was chosen
for the emphatic sound of the word,
and the band' s music follows suit.
Asked to desenbe that sound , DiFiore
says, "We 're looking for things that
really lock in. " For examples of this
"lock-in " see "Love You Madly," in
which guitarist Xan McCurdy, bassist
Gabc Nelson , drummer Paulo Baldi
and DiFiore on trumpet click in a way
that whips each instrument off of the

other, such that the music , according
to DiFiore, "hits in your chest and
makes your butt move."
The band' s influences are a disparate collection that generates that
unique sound. "Our guitars " says
DiFiore . "take a lot from [New Orleans funk group] The Meters. For
me on trumpet. " he pauses and
laug hs , "you know... 70's cop
shows. The drums are coming out of
a lot of hip-hop drumming, and John
[McCrea , the band' s lead singer and
songwriter] takes a lot from Willy
Nelson. "
What they 're looking for, DiFiore
says, is a groove. "If something 's a
groove." he says , "it 's a more populous thing than just a statement. "The
distinction he makes is telling. The
tone of the band lyrically, and indeed ,
the band's personality in general is
socially aware and sarcastic— a tone
that is easier to swallow with a spoonful of funk (sec , "Comfort Eagle "
"His hat is on backwards , he will
show you his tattoo , he is in the music
business he is calling you DUDE").
Elaborating on that tone , DiFiore
notes , "We 're all very plugged in to
the national political conversation. "
A look at the band' s website reveals
the extent of this , which displays a
Sarah Palm quote about "God's will"
supporting an oil pipeline. (DiFiore
commented on thee quotation , noting
that "It 's not like the Ayatollah
Khomeini is running for vice president "). This interest in current events .

THE ALCOHOL ISSUE
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Abusive drinking has led students to reevaluate campus culture.

Alcohol misuse
troubles students
Many cite lack of
responsibility as
contributing f actor

Health on Campus, Hall Staff, the
Student Government Association
and Alcoholics Anonymous. These
organizations all seek to provide
both proactive and reactive solutions
to alcohol issues on campus, by educating students on healthy lifestyle
BY ALEXANDER RICHARDS
habits , or providing support to stuASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
dents struggling with alcoholism.
Outside of these groups, howIn recent months, discourse on ever, many students have formustudent life has focused primarily on lated their own opinions regarding
drinking behavior on campus This the causes and consequences of
topic has become so entrenched in negative drinking behavior on camcampus discussions that many have pus, and are struggling to figure out
come to kn&W it simply as "the al- what a proper solution may be.
Across
the
cohol issue. " This
board , most stuis part three of a
dents believe that
£ye part series
the essence of the
(formerly
four
issue is not alcohol ,
part) designed to
per se, but the way
address the rein which it is used.
sponses by the adAs Daniel Nolan
m i n i s t r a t i o n,
'10, said, "There is
faculty, students,
less of a 'drinking'
alumni, and the
problem , and more
Waterville commuof a responsibility
nity to the abusive
problem... Alcohol
drinking crisis.
has always been
When it comes to
around, and part of
the "alcohol issue,"
the social scene on
students are ultiThe
campus. "
mately the group
major difference,
most affected a the
he concluded is that
College. In recogat one point "[alconition of this , the
hol] was used readministration has
called upon the stuDaniel Nolan sponsibl y"
Many students
dents to findasoluClass of 2010
feel that part of this
tion to the improper
problem of responways in which alcohol is used on campus. The most visi- sibility is that young adults have very
ble indication of this move is the two few opportunities to learn how to
workinggroupsmentioned in pervious drink responsibly before arriving at
articles in this scries that look to rely college. Because of the current
heavil y on student input to move cam- twenty-one year old drinking age,
Nolan believes that parents lack the
pus culture forward.
Students arc also involved equally opportunity to "have influence on
as notabl y throug h other campus ini- their kid' s drinking habits." Consetiatives, such as the Campus Conversations on Alcohol. Student
See ALCOHOL Page 3

There is less of
a "drinking"
problem and
more of a
responsibility
problem...
Alcohol has
always been
around , and
part of the
social scene on
campus.
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Cake will perform on campus this weekend f o r the SPBfall concert.
DiFiore says, is a si gnificant influence on the band. "John 's constantly
bringing things in lyrically from the
news and from medical findings and
stuff that he 's running into. " The result is a sound that , according to DiFiore , "has always been an attack on
reality. Embracing some of the brutality of life but celebrating the rich-

ness of depression and looking tc
favor what the conflicts of life art
worth."
The band's accusatory style is
something DiFiore says the entire
band takes pride in. "Our sound ha;
See CAKE, Page 14

Rethinking midyear arrival
Journalistpanel convenes Former
Feb Frosh
2008 LOVEJOY CONVOCATION

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

On Sunday in Ostrove Auditonum,
four journalists dedicated to speaking
for marginalized groups within the
United States joined together to discuss their experiences "giving voices
to the voiceless" throughout their respective careers.
Naomi Schalit, Editorial Page Editor of the Morning Sentinel and the
Kennebec Journal , started the panel
discussion by describing how she
went about writing a series of articles
on hunger in Maine. Schalit said that
she took the unusual step of writing a
series of articles about hunger on the
editorial page of the newspaper. She
said that her previous experience as a
reporter helped in writing the articles
on the front page.
Schalit said that the process involved in writing the series was
cumbersome. She stated that she
took 80 hour weeks for several
months. Two weeks were spent
going out and reporting in the
field, and another two weeks were
devoted to starting an outline as
well as working on the series of
articles about hunger. Schalit said
that the experience affected her
considerabl y: "When you have limited time to do something and limited resources it tends to focus you
really, really well."
The entire series, Schalit noted ,
only cost approximately three to four
hundred dollars for gas and copying,
she noted. Schalit said that her work
on the hunger articles was completely
voluntary: "I didn 't have to fi ght for
this. I had to work a lot, but they [the
editors] were completely behind me."
She explained that finding the information for the article meant delving
into public reports and federal statistics on school lunches as well as finding the church pantnes and people
that went into the statistics.
Anne Hull, the Washington Post reporter and recipient of the 2008 Lovejoy Award, noted that half the battle is
o) f.i

.

selecting a particular person for a
story. She explained that reporting
takes a long time because the reporter
has to find someone who will represent the larger dilemma At the same
time, Hull added, reporters have to respond to the news and tell the story.
This means that the reporter is on the
ground listening to people.
She recounted her article regarding
immigration in the South and said that
she chose to write about immigrants
in the Atlanta area because that city
had historically been a city filled with
African-Amencans and whites. In the

Shribman
noted that the
hidden truth of
American
journalism is
that people
tend to be lazy
in choosing the
subjects they
report on.

process, Hull found herself writing
about four young, second-generation
immigrants. This process began only
after securing permission to use a
Dairy Queen as the setting from its Indian owners.
Noting that she never writes about
people in power, Hull spoke on an article she wrote about a 17-year-old
male who thought he was gay and
how his mother had a difficult time
accepting it. She went to the Washington Post 's website and informed
the mother where the article about her
son would be published. "The more
you prepare someone for the unknown, they tend to stick with you
into the process ," Hunt said , after
mentioning the mother 's concern

about what would happen once hei
son 's homosexuality was made public. Hull noted that a reporter takes
such care to find a person who is willing to share information, because the
individual can abruptly terminate the
nght of the reporter to work on a particular story. This is particularly important when considering the ethical
standards journalists are held to.
Afsan Chowdhury, who is this
year 's Oak Fellow, noted that reporting on such topics as hunger, violence, and poverty in Bangladesh
means that one's life is at risk due to
the lack of protections for the press.
Chowdhury recalled a time during
his career in which a family begged
him to save one of its members because he was being tortured in jail.
Chowdhury mentioned that after he
threatened to make public to the
BBC allegations of torture by the
government , the torture ceased.
Referring to the latest news on
the financial cnsis in the United
States, Chowdhury said that "in the
Western media in the last one week,
it has become a Wall Street and
Main Street issue." He noted that
journalists have spent too little time
writing about the millions of people
who arc suffering due to the faltering economy and that the financial
crisis will affect the developing
countries much more negatively.
Chowdhury commented that it is
not "sexy" to report on anyone
dying or suffering in Bangladesh or
anywhere else.
David Shribman, who is an editor
of the Pittsburgh Gazette as well as
a member of the Lovejoy Selection
Committee, began by saying a possible definition of courage: "One
definition of courage is moral
courage." To that end , Shribman
noted that the hidden truth of American journalism is that people tend to
become lazy in choosing the subjects
they report on. Shnbman said that an
editor 's job is to change the news
and that ultimately, we will be looking back at an event which is either
subtle or unrecognizable today.

.
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Lovejoy Award recipient Anne Hull was joined by Afsan Chowdhury (left) and David Shribman (right).

work to improve
January welcome
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

For the past two years, the Feb
Frosh LINK program has welcomed
first-years who studied abroad in
Dijon , France or Salamanca, Spain
during their first semester. Susannah
Hatch ' 11 and Aleah Starr * 11 have
been working on expanding the orientation. They hope that their newadditions will make incoming students feel more like members of the
College community.
Changes to the original orientation
started with Melissa Martin '09, who
first developed the concept of a Feb
Frosh LINK program. After spending
her first semester in Dijon , Martin
identified a need for improvement: "I
was thoroughly unimpressed with the
way the College welcomed its new
students. There were no activities for
us to do to help us meet people or get
involved in the campus, and as a result, we all struggled to adjust to life
on the hill. " Along with Sara Hersh
'10, Martin started a "meet-andgreet," which introduced the new arrivals to the FebFrosh from previous
years. New students were then
"linked" to a student from the previous year. This relationship served as a
mentorship; arriving first-years could
ask to them any questions and they
could attend events with them around
campus. Despite these adjustments.
Hatch and Starr noted "because so
few students are on campus during
JanPlan...it was difficult to organize
something of 'substance.'" Even
though the new Feb Frosh were getting better acquainted with former
Feb Frosh, they felt that they were not
adequately integrating with the larger
college community.
Hatch and Starr have larger plans
for the orientation this year. Over the
summer, they designed a three-part
program, which they expect to "inform, communicate and integrate"
midyear arrivals. The first part of
their plan is focused on keeping this
year's Feb Frosh connected with the
rest of the College, even though they
are thousands of miles away. By
making them a part of the community from the start . Hatch and Starr
anticipate that the integration onto
campus will be a much easier transition. In order to prepare students
for their study abroad, a Feb Frosh
council published informative guidebooks prior to their departure. The
council has also engaged in a letterwriting initiative as part of its outreach efforts.
In the past, a midyear arrival has
not only been difficult for students
socially; it has also been hard to get
into a regular academic routine. In
an attempt to prevent this, Hatch and
Starr have collaborated with the Academic Dean's Office and the registrar, so that students will have help

Alumni advise on careeropportunities

Students and
grads network
over weekend

Hampshire Bar Association 's first
President of color, took a less conventional path on his way to law
school. He began working first as a
journalist before continuing in higher
education .
Henry J. Sockbeson 111 '73 also
By DOUG PROCTOR
spoke at the legal panel , and was this
NEWS STAFF
year 's recipient of the Distinguished
Alumnus/a Award for his
This weekend, the College held its work as a tribal attorney
second annual Colby Alumni Net- for the Mashantucket Peworking, or "CAN" Weekend. Over quot Tribe. Sockbeson 's
the course of three days, students and advice to students echoed a
alumni participated together in vari- pervading
sentiment
ous events planned by the Colby among many other alumni ,
Alumni Office
The goal of the to "make sure you end up
weekend was to give students an op- doing something you like.
portunity ,n conned with Colbv You ' re going to be workalumni to get advice on career op- ing for the bulk of your
tions and leam more about the im- life " With alumni roaming
portance of the Colby Alumni around campus all weekNetwork.
end , students had many opSome highlight e\ents included portunities to introduce
career panels in which alumni dis- themselves to alumni in a
cussed their own careers , how they less formal environment
entered into their own fields , and that allowed for the formawhat about their Colb y education tion of create valuable rethat prepared them for successful ca- lationships
and
reers in the real world. Through com- connections.
municating with Colby alumni ,
According to Lane Mastudents were able to gain different honey '09, President of the
perspectives on what kinds of Student Alumni Association,
choices they have ahead of them
the weekend was a great
Richard Uchida '79, a member of the success. "There was a great Richard
¦
> '.
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alumni that surpassed last year's first
CAN weekend. Students even had to
be turned away from the dinner on Friday because of such a large interest,"
Mahoney said. "I think we were more
successful this year in getting the
word out and hope that the program
continues to grow in future years."
In past years, the Colby Alumni

Network has been a useful tool foi
Colby students hoping to find employment after graduation, and continues to be so. The final event of the
Colby Alumni Weekend was an ice
cream social .on Saturday afternoon ,
where students scaled contacts and
acquired business cards to use in their
job searches.

EUSABE1H PONSOT/THE COLBY ECHO

Sarajane Blair '10 and Viviane Opitz became fast friends in Dijon.
choosing their courses for JanPlan
and the spring semester. The creation of a website is also in the
works. It will serve as a forum for
this year's Feb Frosh students to ask
questions and to receive answers
from students on campus.

I was
thoroughly
unimpressed
with the way
the College
welcomed its
new students.
There were no
activities for us
to do to help us
meet people or
get involved...
Melissa Martin

Class of 2009

A critical piece of the orientation
program is Iced COOT (Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip), which is an
abbreviated version of the teambuilding trip that most first-years
take in the fall. Hatch and Stanagree that when they participated ,
they "had a great time, but [they]
only met each other." For future
Iced COOTs, they intend to "also
give the Feb Frosh a chance to meet
their peers, which [they] found was
a difficult thing to do during the
snowy month of January without or-

ganized activity." Through community-wide activities, they hope to
make the Feb Frosh LINK program
into something where the entire
campus wants to participate.
The Student Government Association, the Office of Campus Life, the
Office of Admissions and the Office
of Off-Campus Study have all been
major contributors in Hatch and
Starr 's endeavors. Cobum Dorm
President Kate Vasconi '09 wholeheartedly supports the project. She
commented: "After seeing the overwhelming response that the traditional
[first-years] experienced, a lot of people in SGA felt that it was time for
FebFrosh to be welcomed in a similar
way into the community." SGA intends to organize weekly events during JanPlan where members of the
student body will have the opportunity to meet the new freshmen.
Feb Frosh such as Tracey Tomlinson '12 "love being in Dijon...but
[are] definitely ready to have a normal
college experience.'" She admits being
"kind of sad [she] missed COOT."
Tomlinson is excited to participate in
the new activities that have been proposed by the council.
Hatch and Starr not only want to
welcome the midyear arrivals, but
also highlight the benefits of studying abroad as a first-year. Instead
of creating the perception of an uncomfortable transition into life on
the Hill , they hope that the study
abroad program continues at full
capacity. They would like to "show
how awesome the study abroad
programs reall y are and what an
exciting opportunity they present to
a group of freshman every year."
They urge students to openly receive the FebFrosh when they arrive in January.

REMEDY
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Uchida '79 shared his experiences working in the legal f ield.

Student sentiments echo f acultyand administration
From ALCOHOL, Page 1

quently, it "falls upon the College to
discipline students" and educate them
on safe drinking habits.
Naamah Azoulay '10 also believes
that the drinking age plays a significant factor in the issue of irresponsible college drinking. Azoulay, who
spent her earlier teen years in Italy,
said that she "had time to figure out
what to do and not do around drinking," as the European drinking culture is "much more relaxed," and
therefore, "it is considered okay to go

Ultimately,
many students
see this fear of
consequences
as having been a
primary catalyst
in making
today's drinking
culture, on campus and across
the nation, what
it is today.
to a bar and have a single drink when
you are fourteen." Ben Goldenberg
"09 stated similarly that the eighteenyear-old drinking age common in
other countries allowed for "much
more responsible drinking."
For Azoulay, this more relaxed and
open drinking culture allowed her to
"have a drink... [without] worrying
about the consequences."
Ultimately, many students see this
fear of consequences as having been
a primary catalyst in making today's
drinking culture , on campus and
across the nation , what it is today.
Whether on campus or out in the
Waterville area, students feel afraid
of what may happen to them if they
are drinking—regardless of whether
they are being responsible about it
or not.
Students have cited the fact that
off-campus parties have been "visited by the police almost every time
this year" and the fact that students
are not permitted "to walk around
with alcohol on campus" have students, especially the underage, running scared.
Of course , Goldenberg, Nolan,
and Azoulay all recognize that
drinking under the age of twentyone is, simply put , illegal. However, Azoulay pointed out that
"students under twenty one are

going to drink at college ,
even if the campus were to
go officially dry." According ly, Azoulay and others
believe that more has to be
done to foster responsible
choices and allow younger
students to leam how to
drink in a responsible manner. Otherwise , drinking
will continue to be pushed
"behind closed doors."
It is "behind closed
doors" that students feel the
worst types of drinking
occur. Above all else, students across the board
pointed to pre-gaming,
which they believe many
students feel obligated to do
since there is little opportunity for them to acquire alcohol while they are "out."
Such scenarios as "a bunch
of guys passing around a
bottle of Jack [Daniels]" or Traditions like Doghead often correlate with increased alcohol consumption.
"a freshman girl throwing
back seven shots because
she can 't feel it until it's too late" can drink beer but a ban on hard al- mism, the avenues that the College is
were cited as frequent occurrences cohol is strictly enforced." While no providing this year seem to align with
resulting from the fear of being official policy could be found re- student-suggested solutions. With the
caught with alcohol while "out and garding this alleged practice at Bates, implementation of the two alcoholabout." All too often, nights that other students, including Azoulay, related working groups, students and
administrators alike are recognizing
begin in this manner later end in the also referenced this notion.
Overall, there seems to be no clear the reality that change must come
hospital, health center, or Waterville
consensus
amongst
students
as
to
from the students. And while the ColPolice Department.
In order to address these issues, where campus culture is headed in lege cannot legally condone bringing
students believe that campus leaders the coming months and years. alcohol into the open, especially for
will have to take the initiative in en- Roberts, in speaking on the termina- underage students, the Campus Conversations on Alcouraging a shift in campus culture. tion of Champagne
cohol ,
which
"If you're in any sort of leadership Steps, doesn 't bebegan
during
position you need to take charge of lieve that "we have
COOT, can at the
the people who are around you and learned from last
very least allow
show them how to drink so that they year 's mistakes."
older students to
don 't die," said Whitney Lynn, '09. Lynn, who stated
educate and inLynn added that this applied not only that students need to
but
seniors
in
gentake
the
lead
,
exform younger stuto student leaders,
dents
about
eral , who by their final year have pressed her unceracceptable ways
hopefully learned that unsafe drink- tainty that "that 's
to
socialize
ing "is incredibly dangerous."
actually happening."
Others were more
through
open ,
Maxime Guillaume '09 believes
candid
discusthat COOT leaders especially can as- optimistic. Austin
sions.
sist in this vein. "COOT leaders are Sutherland
'11 ,
It has become
people that [first-years] have a bond though equally cauwith and that they can trust and hope- tious due to his exabundantly clear
that the adminisfully teach them responsible drink- perience this past
tration , faculty,
ing." Guillaume recognizes the weekend, in which
and students recchallenges of this, as "underage he observed "trash
Maxime Guillaume ognize that the
drinking is illegal," but "when it all over the hallClass of 2009 current drinking
comes down to it, sometimes safety ways, people fightculture is not acis more important.
ing in the hallways,
ceptable. FurtherAdministratively, students unani- and people drinking
't
believes
that
"the
the
shared
belief amongst
in public spaces"
more ,
mously agree that "change can
come from above. " John Roberts administration is doing the right thing these groups that any true change
'09 added that "it 's not like if you in putting [the issue] in the hands of must be student led indicates that
doubled the fines it would just the students." Furthermore, he per- real progress may indeed occur in
ceives the current state of affairs as the near future.
solve the problem."
Notably, multiple students cited "a great opportunity for more inNext Week: Alumni offer their
examples of policies at other schools volvement , and if students don 't capthat they believed could help improve italize on this , they 're missing opinions on the alcohol issue. Any
the situation at the College. Guil- out...this is an ideal time for [stu- alumni interested in contributing are
encouraged to contact Alexander
laume referenced Bates College, dents] to rise above the problem."
where there is a belief that "students
Regardless of the level of opti- Richards at atrichar@colby.edu.

COOT leaders
are people that
[first-years]
have a bond
with and that
they can trust
and hopefully
teach them responsible drinking.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
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news briefs

Stadium opens f or athletic use
The football team christened the newly opened Harold Alfond Stadium
on Saturday, Sept. 27 with a win against Middlebury 24-19 (see article Page
18). The project cost $6 million , funded by a gift from the Harold Alfond
Foundation, was the last personal commitment made by Alfond, a College
benefactor who died in November 2007. Stadium construction began last
April and is expected to be fully complete by October.
The complex now includes Field Turf playing surface, stadium lighting
and new landscaping. Furthermore, the track and field team will be able to
take advantage of upgraded facilities for triple and long jump, shot put,
javelin , hammer and discuss. The stadium will be mainly used by the football and track and field teams, but has been designed to accommodate occasional use by the soccer and lacrosse teams. Club and intramural sports
teams and community members will also be granted access.
The College, following the trend of other NESCAC schools, is the fourth
institution in the conference to construct a tuft field According to the College 's website . Head Coach Ed Mestieri expects most other schools to build
similar facilities "within the next five years."
—Suzanne Merkelson, Editor in Chief

Senior class begins pledge
The Class of 2009 began raising money for Senior Pledge at a kickoff
event held at the Marchese Blue Light Pub on Wednesday, September 24.
According to Senior Pledge coordinators Molly Corbett '09 and Joel Pin '09,
the senior class raised $578 from 1S percent of the class. The event included
free food, drink specials and raffles for an iPod touch, a Sugarloaf season
pass and Red Sox tickets. Seniors were asked to commit to donating various
amount of money, with an eventual goal of 80 percentparticipation.
According to Corbett, the true cost of a College education is well over
$48,000. "The difference is made up by alumni who give generously to the
alumni fund," Corbett said. "It is not about how much you give, it 's about
using your contribution, no matter how small, as a sign of your support for
our class." Seniors were able to choose to pledge donations to financial aid,
athletics, campus beautification , academic program support, library support and greatest need.
The goal of 80 percent participation aims to achieve broad-based support
among the Class of 2009 rather than a specific amount of money. Corbett
noted that Senior Pledge began earlier than usual this year in order to reach
that 80 percent goal. "This is the first year that Senior Pledge has started in
September, and I really wanted to capitalize on senior spirit and have an
event with just our class in the pub," Corbett said.
The next planned event will occur over Trustees' Weekend, and will
include a reception '*where we will hear from people who are really invested in the school how important it is to give whatever you can to
L
Colby," Corbett said.
—Suzanne Merkelson, Editor in Chief

Student-led charity to hold event
LuziCare, a student-led initiative for accessible healthcare in Malawi,
Africa will hold its '08-'09 kick-off event on Wed. Oct 1 in LoPo and the
Marchese Blue Light Pub from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. The event will include
food, music and a raffle.
After visiting Malawi, Af rica in the summer of 2006, Jamie Goldring
'09 conceived an aid project called LuziCare to work with Luzi Orphan
Care Organization, a Malawi-based group that began its humanitarian efforts in 1999. The project aims to improve the Luzi Orphan Care Organization's capacity to provide home-based care for people living with
HIV/AIDS and other chronic illnesses in communities the local organization serves.
Last year the project raised approximately $6,000, and Goldring hopes
to double that amount this year. The funds are tunneled through the Pendulum Project, a Boston-based NGO with which Goldring traveled to
Malawi originally.
As for the rest of the year, "We have several fundraising ideas in the
pipeline," Goldring said, among them a possible road race along the 3mile loop, a t-shirt drive and a photo exhibition slated for March or April.
The group also plans to table throughout Homecoming Weekend to give
out information.
—Chelsea Eakin. Editor in Chief

Somali exhibit opens Sunday

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge

Forced to flee from ongoing civil war in Somalia, the Somali Bantu are
ethnic minorities who, as refugees,, settled in Kenya in the early 1990s.
Unable to return home, a portion of these refugees were allowed into the
United States. In 2004, the Somali Bantus arrived in the U.S., as the largest
single group of refugees ever relocated from Africa to the United States.
By 2005, some of the Somali Bantu families settled in Lewiston, Maine.
Currently, the population of Somalis living in Lewiston stands at around
one thousand.
To commemorate and illustrate their journey from Somalia to Lewiston,
students at the College under the guidance of Professor of Anthropology
Catherine Besteman have put together an exhibition in the Colby Museum
of Art called "The Somali Bantu Experience: From East Africa to Maine."
Besteman spent time with the Somali Bantu from 1987-8, during which
she and photographer Jorge Acero collected over a thousand photographs
of life in the Bantu village. The exhibition is a combination of photos from
that experience and their new lives in Maine. A website has also been created to show their collection and present other pertinent information about
the Somali Bantu experience. The website can be accessed at
www.colby.edu/somalibantu.
According to a press release for the exhibition , "This exhibit shows the
lives and loved ones the refugees left behind... While world crises are well
publicized in the news, the aftermath of these crises often receive less attention. Somali Bantus in the United States and abroad are survivors of a
crisis. This exhibit seeks to recognize their achievements in addition to
their struggles."
The exhibition will open this Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. There event will
feature refreshments and conversation with Besteman and the students who
put together the exhibit. The exhibition will run through November 16.
—Elisabeth Ponsot. News Editor

candidates f or

Class of 2012 Representatives

Andy
Sam Andler Estrada

This is the first time First 'Sears are gettingihcchance to vote lor their class representatives. It 's a pretty big deal and
everyone should vote! Campaigning begins October 2 Voting is from October 8 to 10 using online ballots , each candidate will be listed singly, not in pairs.
—Cary Finnegan . SGA Vice President

tative. 1 am
f r o m
Swampscott,
Massachusetts, which
is. as would
be expected,
twenty minutes outside
of Boston.
As a firstyear here at
I
Colby.
know that
there are lots
of pressing
issues
on
campus, offcampus, and
COUBTES' Of CANDIDA!
in the greater
Waterville
community
to which we belong. I also know that
as a first-year. I am not as familiar as I
could be with these issues.

Sam Andler '12.
My name is Sam Andler. and, along
with my friend Raymond Rielmg. I
would like to be your class represen-

I am thrilled with my room and
roommate this year, but from what I
have gathered around campus, many
of our upperclassmen aren 't as happy
as I am. The Colby Gardens and the
general housing crisis, as it can be
called , is one of the many pressing issues I' ve begun to learn about. As
your class representative, I will learn
more about these issues and will work
hand-in-hand with our class to bring
about change in this community.
I hope that during the following
week, as you read signs, flyers and emails from Raymond or me, you will
feel confident that, if elected, we will
be working for and with you to help
make this year one that we will never
forget. From fantastic class dinners to
fundraisers and everything in between,
we will work tirelessly, with your help,
to achieve all our goals and more.
Thank you for your timeand support.

including
agendas
and meeting summaries .
Aside from
institutional restructure, I
worked
closely
with
our
school
board and
leadership Andy Estrada '12.
team to assess the effectiveness of a proposed standard [
based grading system.
In the upcoming week I hope thai
all members of the freshmen class
take time to get to know not just me,
but all of the candidates running foi
this position. 1 am confident that each
one of us will be able to represent oiu

Doug
Proctor

COURTESY OF CANDIDATE

Doug Proctor '12.
Hey, everybody My name is Doug
Proctor. I' m a first-year from Chevy
Chase. Maryland, and I' m running to
be your Class Representative to the
SGA. I went to a small Quaker school
in D.C. called Sidwell Friends School.
I spent my junior year abroad in Beijing, China , where I lived for a year
with a Chinese host family. I graduated from Sidwell in 2007. and re-

ceived a fellowship to take a gap year
in China. During my gap year I took
classes at a Chinese university, while
also working at the NBA and a Chinese think tank I'm thinking about
double majoring in economics and international studies.
I' m running to be your Class Rep
because I want to be a part of the decision-making body that will greatly

BUSY B'S GIVES COLBY STUDENTS A
DISCOUNT!!

BUSY B ' S
233 Main St.
Waterville, He.
872-8280

Vintage Antiques , Cards & Gifts
Open Tuesday thru Saturday 9-5
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Raymond Rieling '12.

Hi, my name is Raymond Rieling
and I'm from Northern Virginia.
Along with my friend Sam Andler, I
would like to be your First-year Class
Representative for the *08- '09 year.
When Sam and I first sat down to
write this the first thing wc thought

I
SS&a

class exceptionally. Personally, I can
promise all of you that you will be
heard if I am elected. I will do my absolute best to better our class in any
way possible. Please join the chicken
in voting for mc, Andy Estrada, as one
of this year 's freshmen representatives. You'll be glad you did!

about was
all the issues we
would like
to address
facing our
school.
T w o
buff chick
WHOP
calzones ,
and four
COUHTESY OF CANDIDATE
scrapped
drafts later,
we
decided that
of course we all want the Colby Gardens abolished, and, yes, binge drinking is an issue facing our community,
but in reality, these factors only
scratch the surface of Colby. The fact
of the matter is that Sam and 1, like
the rest of our first-year class, have

only been here for about a month, and
neither of us are so arrogant as to say
that in this short time we've become
experts on an institution dating back
to 1813.
No, we are all just acquainted with
the tip of the iceberg that is Colby
College. One thing Sam and I both
believe in is that in order to be a
strong leader one must first learn to
follow. If we are elected , this is exactly what we will do: follow your
ideas in order to loam what it is best
for our class and only then will we
work towards creating an excellent
freshman year for all of us.
Thanks for your time in reading
this, and we would really appreciate
your vote.

Justin
Rouse
There's not enough housing, alcohol policies arc not sending a clear
message, and our campus is trying to
embrace green practices; the Class of
2012 needs someone ready to embark
on solving these problems! My name
is Justin Rouse and 1 am running to be
a Student Government Representative
for the Class of 2012.
In our foui years on Mayflower
Hill we will come across many
unique opportunities and trying challenges. However, we should not sit
around and watch the administration
and upperclassmen dictate the policies that we will be living with for
four years! I am running to represent
this Class of 2012 because I believe
that I have the courage and vision to
challenge the way wc think about and
act upon policy at Colby College. I
want to make sure that our voices are
heard: a goal that I accomp lished as
the President of my high school student government in Eliot , Maine. I
want to ensure that every student has
an equal chance at housing so that the

Busy B's has vintage home furnishings and jewelry , hilarious cards , outrageous notepapers ,
great music , 1950' s candy and more !
You should rush down to 233 Main Street and see
what I mean!
BRING YOUR COLBY I.D. FOR 20% OFF! !

COUHTESY Of CANDIDATE

Raymond
Riding

affect all of our lives here at Colby. I
have a lot of ideas about how to make
this campus better, but most importantly, as your Class Rep. I will dedicate myself to teaming about issues
that matter to you, and working hard
toward making this place more the
way you want it to be. Whether the result of growing up as the youngest of
four boys or nearly being expelled
from my college in China for holding
a Democratic voting event to gauge
Chinese students' interest in American
politics, I feel I' ve proven to myself,
and will soon prove to you that I am
not afraid of going against the grain or
challenging authority.
As students here at Colby, we all
have a huge stake in what goes on in
the SGA, and I promise to be the most
effective voice for you as Representative for the Class of 2012. Hook forward to meeting those of you I don 't
know yet as the year progresses, and
thanks for your support!

HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS???

i WVknij

My fellow freshmen classmates,
Why did the chicken cross the
road? Well, obviously he was going to
cast a vote for a young, confident
leader to take up the position of freshmen class representative at Colby College. Hello, my name is Andy Estrada
and I believe that I am that young man.
I am not new to student government. I began my monumental career
during junior year as a class representative. Senior year, 1 was not only reelected by my peers, but also
enthusiasticall y chosen as Student
Senate president. With this position
came considerably large amounts of
responsibility, which 1 used to reform
our then collapsing student senate. I
was one of two students who formed
a twenty page set of guidelines and
rules that set up a stronger and more
involved student organization. I have
had experience in the form of leading
students, organizing meeting times ,
and composing multiple documents

COURTESY OF CANDIDATE

Justin Rouse 12

room draw isn 't biased against any
group on campus, especially athletes.
Also, I want to make sure that the administration clearly articulates how
alcohol policies function at Colby
College so students don 't get kicked
off of campus without any prior warning or notice , and , finally, I want to

embrace environmentally friendly
practices that go beyond tray-less dining and actually address the concerns
that we have about consumption at
Colby.
Vote for Justin Rouse to be your
Class Representative!

First-years...
Remember to vote online
October 8-10...

STATE OF THE ECONOMY: PART II
Operation-cost Expenditures
(Of $21 Million)

$2 Million !
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Teach for America enlists new grads

Two-year program targets
underprivileged
By ANNA KELEMEN

SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR

¦
Financial Aid
¦
Endowed Professorships
Library and Departmental Support

Where it all goes:
the College 's funds

A f undamental
breakdown of
campus spending

ment is expended with care at a rate
of 4.5 percent of the preceding
five-year average. Out of this
year's annual budget of $127 million , approximately $21 million is
available as endowment spending.
However, he cautioned that there
By JAMES BELTRAN
are restrictions on how some of the
NEWS STAFF
available money can be spent. The
We hear about the College 's remainder of the money that constiendowment everywhere in our tutes the annual budget comes from
private
community, and know that it has a bookstore
revenues,
financial reach into just about every investors , gifts and grants, the
facet of life on campus, from finan- comprehensive tuition fee and stucial aid to campus beautification. dent accounts.
But few of us know exactly where
Within the endowment, there are
the money comes from , and specif- separate sub-funds devoted exclusiveically how and where it is spent. In ly to yearly charges. "We do have
part II of the Echo s three-part endowment funds that support the
series regarding the state of the annual operating costs [such as heatAmerican economy and how funds ing] and maintenance," Terp said. Out
are distributed at the College, we ofthe $2 1 million available for spendaim to answer these questions.
ing, Terp estimated that $8 million
Doug Terp, Vice President for goes to financial aid, $3.5 million is
Administration and Treasurer, gave allocated for endowed professorships,
a thorough description on how the and $2 million goes to library and
endowment of the College is man- departmental support. Along with
aged. Terp reported that during the some other restricted funds, the bulk
period between June 30, 2007 and of the balance goes to the general
June 30, 2008, the College made a costs of running the College, such as
net profit of $1 million , adding to its financial aid for the College and comcurrent total of $600 million.
pensation for the people who work
Explaining the
here, including faccomposition of the
ulty, staff and
adm in i stration.
College 's endowment, Terp said that
Terp announced
heavily
that the estimated
"we're
He
diversified. "
current value of
went on to say, "In
the
College 's
the old days, instituendowment as of
September
30 will
tions would invest
in individual securibe
determined
shortly.
"Given
ties, stocks and
what we have seen
bonds, both corporate and governover the last few
ment." Over time
weeks , I expect
institutions moved
we are going to be
from equities and
down," Terp said,
fixed
incomes.
referring to the
Relating that situarecent
foreclosures of several
tion to the College,
large
investment
Terp remarked that
Doug Terp
the College's port- Vice President for Administration banks and the disfolio is filled with
mal performance
and Treasurer
of the stock marmarketable
and
nonmarketable
ket. Using the preequities, hedge funds, private and liminary value of the College 's
publicly held assets and hard assets endowment as a benchmark, Terp
such as oil , gas and timber.
noted that it will be a while before
"What you end up doing," Terp the College knows how much
noted, is "invest in a particular man- money has been lost. But he reiterager who may have a variety of dif- ated that the use of the five-year
ferent funds." Prospective fund endowment average is to provide
managers first write a proposal that stability in the College 's budget.
explains how the money will be
Terp also discussed how buildpotentially spent. After extensive ings at the College are named. He
research and consultation , the said that the people whose names
College chooses the manager who is are affixed onto a building, or even
responsible for writing follow-up a room of a building, have commitreports. The fund manager pools ted to pay for the expenses relating
money not only from the College to construction. Naming the buildbut also from other institutions, ing, Terp explained , is the
state pension funds and pension College 's way of acknowledging
funds. "It is a very, very complex the donor 's efforts. "When we're
thing," Terp said of the process.
ready to book a building project ,
Terp noted that as a result of the we obviously want to try to raise
intricate composition of the funds for that if we can," Terp said.
College 's portfolio, no one can sim- He continued that alumni , parents,
ply press a button and calculate the friends and other people with an
daily value of the endowment. He interest in the building are consultsaid that a significant portion of the ed. "We are fortunate to have geninvestment values cannot simply be erous alumni and friends to support
looked up in the Wall Street Journal the college," Terp said afterwards.
like other investments, but that the He added that the support of such
funds are audited for the board on a generous donors is indicative of the
quarterly basis.
community 's continual financial
Looking at a five-year period, commitment to facilities that can
Terp said that as of June 30 in any be enjoyed by both current and
given year the College 's endow- future students, staff and faculty.

We're heavily
diversified...In
the old days,
institutions
would invest in
individual securities, stocks
and bonds,
both corporate
and government.

Since its inception as a forum for
the
community
discussion,
Community Digest of Civil
Discourse has presented varying
student views on diversity at the
College. While students arrive on
Mayflower Hill from varying educational , economic and cultural
backgrounds, they are united once
here by the educational opportunities that attendance at the College
affords. The Colby experience,
however, is far from universally
accessible, and educational opportunities at the national level are
even more unequal. According to
one study on school readiness published in the Merrill-Palmer
Quarterly, by the time students
enter kindergarten, differences in
social class are reflected in marked
disparities in knowledge, vocabulary and skill level. One organization that has attempted to address
this achievement gap is Teach for
America.
Teach for America (TFA) is an
organization that places recent college graduates in high-poverty
urban and rural public schools for a
two-year teaching commitment.
Despite the sacrifice such work
involves, the program is highly
competitive and actively sought
after by graduates. Proponents of
the organization see it as an opportunity to infuse at-risk schools with
enthusiastic, educated and motivated students. Critics express reservations that the program 's brief
training undermines the value of
more rigorous training in education
programs, and causes schools to
waste resources on teachers who
will not stay beyond their two-year
commitment.
The program has held a strong
appeal for many students at the
College, and each year, graduates
apply for and accept positions with
Teach
for America. Emma
McCandless '04 is one such alumna who was led to pursue a career
in education through TFA. "Before
hearing about the program I had
never considered teaching, but the
more I heard about it the more it
appealed to me. By the time I was a
senior, it was my first choice for a
post-grad plan," McCandless said.
She added that she was drawn to
the program because, "I realized
during my years at Colby how fortunate I had been in my life. TFA's
recruitment team did a compelling
job of pointing out the injustices in
our nation 's educations system, and
1 wanted to do something to help
kids who didn 't have the kind of
opportunities I had growing up."
McCandless was placed in the Rio
Grande Valley region of Texas.
Although she did not originally
intend to make a career out of education, she chose to continue her
work as a teacher after her two-year
TFA commitment ended in 2006.
McCandless currently teaches
sixth-grade English for IDEA
Public Schools, a charter school
organization which was founded by
TFA alumni. "This isn 't just something 'to do * for me anymore—it 's
my
calling,"
my
passion,
McCandless said.
One aspect of TFA which comes
under much scrutiny is the training
volunteers receive. TFA corps
members attend an intensive summer institute or "teacher bootcamp" in Houston. Corps members
rise between 4 to 5 a.m. and work
until midnight. Despite the rigorous
schedule, McCandless is one corps
member who felt well-prepared by
the training she was offered. "The
training institute in Houston is
intense, but I think it is the best
hands-on preparation a teacher can
get," McCandless said. "Standing
in front of my first class of sixthgraders, four months out of college,
I was definitely nervous. But TFA
had given me the tools over the
summer to plan good lessons and
get started motivating my students
to meet their goals." Fellow alumna

and corps member Marissa Meyer TFA corps members experience
*07 agreed: "Honestly I don 't think
"diminishes how people perceive
you can ever be prepared enough, the importance of education coursbut I think I was as prepared as I es." Although she does not deny
could have been. The training was that the enthusiasm and commitbeneficial and effective."
ment of TFA teachers is important
Christina Feng '08 , however, in the classroom, she expressed
relied more on her educational that it is also important for teachers
experiences at the College than her to have a "general understanding
TFA training. Feng currently of child and adolescent developteaches history at Martin Luther ment and of the role of institutions
King Jr. 's High School of Arts and such as schools in that developTechnology in Manhattan. "TFA's ment." Furthermore, an incomplete
'Teaching as Leadership ' philoso- understanding of the day-to-day
phy is something I truly believe in . school routine may contnbute to
In order to be a good teacher you turnover in teachers. "When a new
must be able to lead students , to teacher comes into a school , that
encourage them and to nurture school invests quite a bit of time to
them, while at the
support , or mensame time being
tor , the new
strict and holding
teacher," Kusiak
them
accountsaid. This support and time
able ," Feng said.
At the same time ,
may be wasted
Feng relies less on
on a teacher who
the TFA teaching
spends only a
manual than on
brief time at the
school.
her experiences
with past profesRachel Walton
*06 , a corps
sors. "I just reflect
on all of the wonmember who has
derful professors I
decided
to
encountered
at
remain in the
Colby... professors
education field
that I will always
after her tworemember because
year
committhey exemplify all
ment , offered a
the
wonderful
similar criticism
qualities of a good
of the training. "I
Feng
teacher,"
Christina Feng '08 was more presaid. "When I'm
pared [to teach]
Teach for America corps member
feeling stressed
by my experiout in a situation, I
ences at Colby,
just think of how
[due to] the time
Professor Mackenzie or Professor I spent volunteering as a student
Corrado might respond. I make teacher or the developmental psywell thought-out powerpoints and chology class I took ," she said.
sometimes I even break out a Diet "They tell you it 's going to be tough
Coke if I need to."
and they lay out scenarios, but I
The TFA program has attracted don 't think [TFA] always lays out
criticism as well as praise. One an accurate picture." Walton emphacharge that has come f rom the aca- sized TFA's recruitment as one
demic institutions that supply the aspect of the program that might not
teachers is that the level of training ensure retention of new teachers at
and support offered to TFA corps their sponsoring school. "I am
members is less than adequate.
amazed by the number of teachers
While Assistant Professor of who do stay, but at the same time if
Education Karen Kusiak recog- everybody was getting what they
nizes the valuable service TFA expected they might be less likely to
teachers offer schools, she voiced leave the profession," Walton said.
concerns that the limited training Walton emphasized that she felt sig-

In order to be a
good teacher
you must be
able to lead
students, to
encourage them
and to nurture
them , while at
the same time
being strict and
holding them
accountable.

nificantl y more confident in her
skills during her second year of
teaching.
Walton 's position was countered
by Boston Recruitment Team
Recruitment Director Abbey Prior,
who is working with students at the
College. Prior said that the 87 percent retention rate of TFA corps
members is actuall y higher than
the national average of 82 percent.
"It is a common misconception
that TFA teachers leave the classroom after their two-year commitment ," Prior said. "Two out of
three teachers stay in education
long-term. " Prior went on to
emphasize the broader importance
of the TFA experience. "It is our
hope that TFA corps members
carry with them the knowledge and
the conviction they [developed] in
their classrooms and become advocates for students and families in
low income communities in whatever capacity they ultimatel y
decide on ," Prior said.
Although there is no doubt
about the rigors and challenges
TFA corps members encounter
each and every day, most find
those difficulties are more than
offset by the rewards they experience through their students.
Recent graduate Ben Herbst '08
described one such moment with a
student during his first few weeks
teaching
second-graders
in
Brooklyn. "One student was being
picked on in the class and when
we sat down to talk about it... I
told her that she is strong, and that
she cannot let other people bother
her. I said, 'For instance , sometimes Mr. Herbst 's friends make
fun of his ties, but you know
what? I like my tie, so I don 't care
what they think. It 's my tie. ' She
smiled , said she knew that those
opinions didn 't matter, and then
said, 'It 's okay Mr. Herbst , your
tie isn 't that ugly!* She now makes
a point to evaluate my tie every
day." Regardless of your taste in
fashion, Herbst is making a difference in his students ' lives , the
main goal for TFA corps members
across the nation , and one that
stands fast despite the continued
debate about the broader implications of the program.

COWTTEST Of BEN HEBBST

TFA focusesits efforts on underprivileged schools nationwide (above); one busy corps member s' desk (bottom).

I BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE OF THE MONTH

Modern science saves Mr. and Ms. September
DYLAN
PERRY

Remember Dolly the sheep? If
not, here's a reminder: Dolly was
the sheep Scottish scientists cloned
over a decade ago in 1996, sparking
international discussion over the
ethics of cloning and the speculation
of a future where tailor-made babies
would be the norm. Fortunately, that
day is still far off However, for
your family dog, Fido, cloning has
recently become a viable option.
This past July, scientists in South
Korea successfully completed the
first commercial pet cloning. A
California woman paid $50 ,000 to
clone her beloved pit bull , whom
she affectionately named Booger.
Booger passed away in 2006 of
cancer, but on July 28, five of his
genetically identical clones were
born of what was originally a hunk
of Booger's ear tissue. Little is
publicly known to date about the
technique, as it is clearly a heavily
guarded secret. However, it is likely a similar technique to that used
to create Dolly.
Traditionally, animals have been
cloned via two distinct processes:
artificial embryo twinning and

Advances in cloning allow beloved
pets to live on...but at a hef ty price
somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT). Many more animals than
Booger and Dolly have been
cloned. The first animal cloned was
a tadpole in 1952 , the first mammal ,
a mouse, followed in 1986; and
finally, a mule was cloned in 2003.
These processes seem simple theo-

The first animal
cloned was a
tadpole in 1952;
the first mammal, a mouse,
followed in
1986; and finally
a mule was
cloned in 2003.
retically, but in reality are much
less effective than one might think.
Twinning is rather self-explanatory,
in that it mimics the process by
which identical twins arise.
Dolly, however, was produced
by SCNT In this process , the

genetic material (nucleus) taken
from the animal to be cloned is
injected into a female egg cell
which has been stripped of its
nucleus. Thus , the only genetic
material in the egg is that of the
clone, p lus a small amount of DNA
located outside the cell's nucleus.
Although simple enough to understand in theory, the execution is
much more difficult for scientists,
since maintaining and manipulating cells can be quite detrimental to
their functionality.
Consider the example of Dolly
To create Dolly. 277 eggs were
originall y injected with a nucleus,
of which only 29 successfully
became normally dividing embryos
(the term given to babies before
they become fetuses). These
embryos were implanted into sheep
surrogate mothers. Of the 29, only
three calves were born, and Dolly
was the only one to survive this
rather inefficient process.
Althoug h this
new
dog
cloning technology could be far
more efficient than that which
created Dolly, it still comes with
a $150,000 price tag (Booger 's
owner got a discount for doing
publicity for the company) In my
opinion , if you want to clone
your dog and can afford to do so ,
then by all means do so. But
keep in mind, dogs go homeless
everyday in shelters and , more
important , the new Fido will
need to relearn the "no crapping
on the rug " rule.
Although this is an interesting
and clearly scientifically significant
discovery, I'd say that you should
spring for the fully loaded Maserati
or support your favorite charity
before sending Rex 's ear lobe off for
cloning.
Questions, comments, or ideas can
be directed to the author at
djpeny@colby.edu.

Due to popular interest in campus-wide dating, the Echo decided to
sponsor two eligible coeds each
month Looking for love? Read on
for this month s candidates.
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SEPTEMBER BACHELOR
Arya Moallem
Class of 2012
Eye Color. Blue
Hair Color: Dirty blond
Home State: Florida
Favorite Pastime: Rugby
Favorite Food & Beverage:
Rit: Crackers & Green Tea
Perfect Girl: Speaks French,
smart, sweet , funny, older.
Best Pick-up line: "Excuse me,
may I woo you?"

COUflTESY OF ARYU MOALLEM

Arya Moallem '12 enjoys Ritz crackers and is looking for an older woman.

Why Arya? "I'm a gentleman, and will treat you right."
A date with Arya: "I'll pick you up at your house around seven and bring you back to my place for a candle-lit,
home-cooked gourmet dinner. I love cooking. After we finish dinner, we can go out by Johnson Pond to watch
the stars. I know a lot about stars. I'll sing to you as we lie on a warm blanket, and we can fall asleep holding
hands while I whisper sweet nothings in your ear."
SEPTEMBER BACHELORETTE
Lisa Portia
Class of 2009
Perfect Guy: Lanky with a fro ,
iPlay champion.
Ideal Talent in a Guy:
Comfortable on a unicycle.
Favorite Food & Beverage: Pepsi
and "I love beef."
Favorite activity: Gameboy
Pokemon, raising a Giga-Pet
Why Lisa? *Tm a huge college
football fan."
Lisa s' perfect date: "It would be
nice to be picked up around 11
a.m. We could go to the ocean
and examine barnacles for a bit,
then have a picnic lunch.
Afterwards maybe we could go to
a cafe and chat. I'd love to watch
a sunset and then star-gaze. I
wouldn 't mind being dropped off
a little later than usual, and if he's
a gentleman, maybe we could
watch some TV shows on DVD."
COURTESY OF us* potrns

A trip to the beach is one component of the perfect datef o r Lisa Portis '09.

—Doug Proctor. News Staff
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ORGANIC GARDENING CLUB

Students jump-start organic gardening project

TOM BOU.IER/TWE COLBY ECHO

Andy Smith '11 aims to raise awareness of sustainable food production through a student-run organic garden.
start a student-run garden on campus,
but for various reasons, including
lack of resources, the project has
never come to fruition. Tim
Senior
Teaching
Christensen,
Associate in Biology, has observed
this process for many years with the
Olin greenhouse. 'There is a romance
to the idea of gardening and growing
food," he said, but once "people have
realized what is involved, they very
quickly lose interest"
The work is hard and a lot of it is
monotonous. "When you are working with plants , there is something
to do all the time ," Christensen
said. Hummel began working in the
Olin greenhouse last fall, and as
Christensen learned of the effort to
start an organic garden, he saw an
opportunity to make a joint responsibility out of the summer greenhouse job and the garden.
"I realized there was a really good
base here with someone familiar
with growing plants," Christensen
said. He has been impressed by both

By CHELSEA EAK1N
EDITOR IN CHIEF

"I'm surprised by how many
people don 't have a clue how a carrot grows," Joe Klaus, Assistant
Director of Dining Services, says.
Andy Smith '11 and Ben Hummel
' 11 share that sentiment , and have
been working hard since they
arrived on Mayflower Hill to organize an organic garden where students can learn just that.
Last spring. Smith and Hummel
approached Klaus to see if Dining
Services would be interested in
purchasing the food they grew.
Klaus said yes and has been supportive of the project ever since.
Dining Services has purchased
around $1 ,700 of food from the
club , including lettuce, garlic , carrots and tomatoes. The vegetables
have been served in Roberts dining
hall and in Foss dining hall.
For years students have tried to

Hummel and Smith, and describes
both students as "can-do" people.
Christensen has tried to "just exist
on the fringes" and let the students
take the project on as their own.
"I suggested they take a leadership role , but they didn 't really want
to do that. They wanted the leadership to be shared ," Christensen said.
"They felt that with a lot of student
organizations , sometimes people
grabbing too much power stifles
interest." He said that in retrospect,
this shared leadership has helped the
group. "They weren 't in it for recognition or power. They really literally
were just interested in it for idealistic reasons, which conform with
their own particular moral values ,
trying to support local and sustainable food production ."
Organizing the garden has taken
negotiation and careful planning.
Students in years past have tried to
start a garden, and implanted the
idea in people 's heads , but it was
only last year that "people reall y got

organized and something materialized in a solid way," Hummel said.
Hummel and Smith divided the
summer break , each spending a block
of time working on the four plots that
the Organic Gardening Club maintains in the community garden on
Washington Street , behind the
Alfond Senior Apartments. Green
peppers , tomatoes, garlic , hot peppers, eggplant , asparagus, raspberries, squash and pump kins are among
the fruits and vegetables they cultivated over the summer. "It was pretty intense. " Hummel , who spent
around 60 hours a week on the garden over the summer, said. Once the
school year started , hours were
decreased to around 15 per week , and
now hover around five per week.
All of those involved with the
project see it as a valuable educational tool. "Peop le tend to take
food for granted , not only in a college community, but in the country
in general ," Christensen said.
"Having folks think about where
food is coming from , what 's
involved in producing food and the
importance of having the quality of
it be such that it 's safe and produced in a sustainable way is an
important exercise ," he added.
Though Klaus is not sure that the
project is financially viable, he sees
the garden as extremely valuable
from an educational standpoint—
having students leam how things
grow and what it takes to make them
flourish. He also sees the project
expanding to perhaps eventuall y have
students working behind the scenes of
Dining Services to leam how traditional purchasing systems operate.
"There does seem to be a phenomenon of people being interested in the
origins of food, and that has been
growing nationwide ," Christensen
said. Part of that interest, he said, was
generated from Michael Pollan's book
The Omnivore s' Dilemma , published
in 2006, which outlines some of the
problems with food production in the
United States and then puts forth an
organic alternative as a way to circumnavigate some of those problems.
The number of students involved in

wl

pest problems, but a lot ot' pollinators
and then animals that feed on pollinators have populations that are dwindling because native plants are being
replaced by these plants imported for
landscape value ." he said.
The club is optimistic about the
future . At the beg inning of the
year, Hummel and Smith had over
<JO students sign up for the club ,
and 40 attended the first meeting.
"The problem is not a lack of
interest ," Smith said, "but a lack
of land , so we don ' t have enough
for people to do—which is frustrating on a campus that covers
¦• .
S00 acres "
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Oct. 3 through Thursday
Oct. 9
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the organic food movement suggests
to Christensen that students are seeing
that the way food is produced m this
country is not sustainable He added
that "the people who are in college
now want to try to take some action m
solving some of those problems sooner rather than later, which I think is a
really great thing. "
Hummel and Smith said that one of
the key principles of the Organic
Gardening Club is to educate students
about sustamability and the benefits tit
local and organic food systems. They
think that their generation is going to
have to take on the task of revamping
the currentl y unsustainable food system, and are worried because there
aren 't many people their age who
know how to grow food.
Throughout Maine , there have
been dramatic increases in the
growth of organic farming in recent
years, with bi g farms adding acreage
and small farms starting up
Christensen said that , beginning ten
years ago , community-supported
agriculture in Maine started becoming a popular way for consumers to
invest in a p lace that they could identify with and take up as their own
source of food production, which is
comforting to many consumers
The Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardener Association (MOFGA)
has continued to grow and expand
its educational mission over the
years. MOFGA's Common Ground
Country Fair broke record attendance numbers on all three days
this year, a testament to the growing interest in farming state-wide
As the growing season comes to an
end, the Organic Gardening Club plans
to organize trips to visit local farms
Those involved arc hoping to enlist a
greenhouse on campus to extend the
growing season and allow more students to participate during the entire
school year. Christensen said that
another future plan could be to establish an arboretum of native landscape
plants in order to encourage their use
"A lot of plants used in horticulture are
nonnativc species that have ornamental
value, and local cntters don 't reoogw/tv
them as food so they don 't have a lot of
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EDITORIAL

Creating a warmer climate
in January

Over the past two years, the "Feb Frosh Link Program" has welcomed first-years to the College after their experiences in Salamanca, Spain or Dijon , France The Link program, began
and run by former Feb Frosh, is a way of connecting students who participated in past Salamanca
or Dijon programs with the incoming students who are just starting out.
Linking Feb Frosh with mentors who have been through a similar experience is an important
first step, and we are happy to see students who are currently on campus taking great strides to
improve and revitalize the program. Plans have been made to expand the orientation process for
Feb Frosh, improve Iced COOT, plan activities and events during Jan Plan and even reach out
to the students while they are still abroad through a letter writing campaign.
These are all great ideas. However, there is still more that must be done to create a welcoming environment conducive to the inclusion of Feb Frosh into the College community as soon
as they step on campus.
When Feb Frosh arrive at the College, they often feel alienated by a community they know
nothing about. First-years in the fall are thrust into activities and events planned by the school
and student groups, yet Feb Frosh are largely left to move in and make friends on their own.
Some have made no connections on campus other than the friends they made while abroad, and
find it difficult to branch out into the general community; others are still grappling with the experience of living overseas, and have not yet adjusted to life back in the States. Campus events
are few and far between as many student-funded activities are shut down for a month, and the
lack of organized activity strikes many Feb Frosh as unfair. Notably, SGA funds are currently
not permitted to be used during JanPlan, as it as seen as a time on campus where the entire student body is not able to benefit. Moreover, with only two-thirds of the College community on
campus, some Feb-Frosh arrive to residence halls that are nearly vacant—a fact that exacerbates feelings of isolation.
As a school of less than 2,000, we see ourselves as a close-knit community, where "everyone gets to know everyone." As such, students along with the administration must take a proacuve approach toward revitalizing the integration process for students arriving during Jan plan.
We must make a commitment as a community to not allow a student 's first experience on the
Hill to be one of isolation from their peers.
There is a general consensus on campus that "things just stop" during January—as if a veritable pause is taken from the other "real" semesters. Yet for 50 or so first-yearsjust arriving to
campus, their experience has just begun. The Echo hopes that this coming January, with an improved Feb-Frosh Link Program, first-years arriving to campus mid-year will feel much more
comfortable about embracing their new community, their new classes, and their new home.
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Stakes high on national stage
Why the economic crisis is about more than just
money; a look at the presidentialcandidates.

It seems like only months ago, the presidential election was hinging on many key issues : the war in Iraq, energy and the
environment, homeland security, health care,
government reform and yes, the economy. No
one fully predicted that in only a matter of
weeks, the state of the economy would be the
central, most explosive topic at the heart of the
race. There was concern, of course, and the
stakes were high, but now it 's five weeks before the elections, and the economy is the
topic, the only one that is being discussed. It is
crucial to every other aspect of this election
and to the future of our country. Without financial stability, the next president will be limited in creating changes, pursuing military
security, and in changing the governmental
climate in the United States. Economic distress undermines every other intention of the
government, and it
causes waves of dis- I
trust and paranoia to
roll over the nation.
With the House rejecting the bailout
two days ago and the
stock market plunging troublingly low,
Americans
have
slipped into a panic.
This level of financial
crisis has not been
met since the Great
Depression of the
1930s, an era which
we look back on as
one of our country's
darkest times. Many
feel
blind-sided,
knocked off of their
feet. It was no secret
that Wall Street has
been struggling, and
talk of a recession
was widespread, but
few understood how
big the numbers actually were or how dramatic the outcome
might be. Almost no
one
knew
how
quickly things would come crashing down.
There has been steady decay over the past few
years, but it is obvious from nature of the
bailout as well as the reactions of Presidenl
Bush, economists, the House, and the presidential candidates, this current situation was
not anticipated.
There is no question that this situation is
horrible for the country. It could lead to an
enormous recession if handled poorly, and will
already ripple forward into our economic future. It is clear that many are undecided aboul
the direction the government should take, and

this rift is causing distress on and off of Wall
Street. The situation limits individuals, businesses and the nation in every single endeavor.
It is a tough and frightening reality, but the
timing of this crash is intriguing.
It has taken the presidential race, a consistently close contest, and shaken it up. After
months of talking about what Barack Obama
or John McCain would do i/they were president, we're already getting a first-hand look at
how they're dealing with crisis. This is probably much more than they bargained for, but
they both are required to appear strong, rational, and helpful. They are acutely aware of
this, and are also aware of how important it is
that their performance is received well by the
public. This will, most likely, make or break
the election for both candidates.
Naturally, we are going to judge them and

JENNIFER
COX

Obama and the Democrats who were responsible for the bill failing, thus putting the
country into more economic danger.
Obama 's camp is jabbing its finger back the
other way, citing his irrational and erratic decision to postpone his campaign and his portrayal of great involvement in creating this
bail , which failed. McCain attempted to
bring the parties together to negotiate a
bailout package: however, more than two
thirds of Republicans and 40 percent of Democrats turned it down.
So where are the two candidates standing?
Even in last week's debate, it hadn't yet gotten to the point
where the economy
was the only issue on
hand, and the discussion was serious but
did not match the
tone of immediacy
that it might have
had if it were today.
Polls have consistently shown that
Obama has gained
more trust from voters when dealing
with the economy
over the course of
the election. Many
are saying that McCain took a risk by
putting himself at the
forefront of the
bailout bill , and with
its failure, has lost
the gamble. But what
will his next step be?
What can the candidates
realisticall y

do? Only SQ much. ._

scrutinize them. It 's so easy to forget that Bush
is still in the White House because every
bailout mention in the media revolves around
Obama or McCain. This has turned into one
dramaticstage, already rich with the drama of
McCain 's campaign suspension and the rejection of the bill by the House. We're on the
edge of our seats, waiting for the next step,
mostly realizing that this is the actuality of our
economic future, but partially just watching,
seeing which moves are played. Already, the
fingers are pointing at each other.
McCain 's camp is claiming that it was

Though this is
something that we
all wish never would
have happened, it 's
quite interesting that it has happened, and
right now of all times. It pits the two candidates against each other in a way we have
never seen. It pushes George Bush out of the
spotlight , and makes us feel our future in a
new, real way. It will decide the minds of
many voters and change the election drastically. Perhaps the best thing to come out of
this is that for the time being, they are all
going to have to work together—combining
insight , exchanging ideas, and being openminded and fair—and hopefully, for everyone, they will step in the right direction.

On race in our community
Privilege, power, struggle and the long run

MY TIEN
HUYNH

Take a little timeout of your hectic schedule to ask yourself two questions: what defines success in American society and what
do you really want out of life? If your answer comes even remotely close to having
healthy relationships, doing well in school ,
"living college," pursuing a successful career and wanting the same for your children
one day, you 're describing white culture. So
why is it that one can't read the Civil Digest
these days without being bombarded with
everything that we see wrong with the culture of privilege , from minority students as
well as white students?
Coming from the perspective of a
darker Asian female , this accomplishes
nothing. Opportunity is an opportunistic
word , thus true equality would be to PROVIDE everyone with an equal opportunity
to succeed in life, not to grow angry or feel
guilty about the privilege that some of us
have and others don 't. For instance, if your
best friend is mate , white , and has his
$200,000 Colb y education paid for by his
parents , shouldn 't you be happy that he 'll
probably end up as another American success story? The problem does not lie
within white culture itself, it is the exaggerated exclusivity we imagine it to have ,
and our fearful approach to living because
of it. If your pal goes on to become a CEO
of a top company, does that mean that a
person of color can 't be. which perpetuates

white privilege?
And therefore we somehow rationalize
that he should constantly be sensitive and
aware of his "unearned" privileges and that
minorities should constantly be angry at the
system and your friend for making the most
of his opportunities. We're better than this.
Anger clouds judgment. If we think that just
because there is one top CEO, there can 't be
two, and thus take the opportunity to get
angry at the white kid , we 're only hurting

Fearless people died
for us to strive for
what they didn't
have the
opportunity to strive
for, to make what
was impossible now
merely hard.

ourselves and perpetuating our own disparity. Whites can apologize over cultural insensitivities all day, and we can sit there and
nod our heads at all the discrimination that
we've been through , all the pain that we've
felt, and how the hierarchy in this country
will never change, or we can work our asses
off, have a stable home-life, send our children to Colby and have nothing to complain

about. The idea is to concede some in order
to gain some.
Fearless people died for us to strive for
what they didn 't have the opportunity to
strive for, to make what was impossible
merely hard now. They didn 't strive for
white girls to go school looking as tan as an
orange, thinking that paleness is ugly or for
white boys to pretend to like hip-hop because they 're not open-minded if they
don 't. They didn 't strive to make certain
people question themselves because they
have what should be fundamentally available to all of us. It 's a useless and harmful
strategy, no one 's life is perfect as it is , and
equality has never been achieved from
shaming the powerful into submission. We
don 't need to do to white culture what it did
to us.
Though we may need to work twice as
hard to get to where they are , it doesn 't
mean we won 't get there and be stronger
because of it. Furthermore, the forced political correctness displayed at a college
full of young people who should be allowed to make a mistake or two, whether
minority or white, is not going to help any
minority in a real world situation beyond
this prestigious hill. Go to a third world
country, and see how discriminated against
and righteous we really ought to feel about
dance themes and hallway messages. Privilege is a situational word, and if one
chooses to make it blatant everyday, it will
be, but why not transfer all the effort we've
put into this anger, resentment , and insecurity which harms us, into something useful
instead?

The dangerous vote A nation of mixed priorities
ISAAC
OPPER

About a week before the first election I
could vote in, my dad told me a story. He was
living in Albuquerque , New Mexico at the
time with my mom. It was Election Day and,
being a bit of an activist, he was not about to
miss a chance to voice his opinion. So after
work he drove to the polls, cast his ballot, and
drove home. Over dinner,
the election came up and
my mom asked him who he
had voted for. "I just voted
for all the Dems on the
ticket," he responded, expecting an agreement from
my mom. Instead, my mom
looked at him in horror and
asked him, "But not for the
city council spot , right?"
Turns out the Democrat
running for city council
was incredibly corrupt and
needed to be removed from
power. My dad, following
only the national political
scene, had no idea and
voted for him because he was listed as a Democrat, like my dad was. The next day, the
results of the election came in, and in the city
council race the corrupt Democrat won by
one vote, my dad's vote.
It is sometimeseasy to forget that there are
more races being run now than just the race
for the Presidency. Indeed, turnout in the years
in which Presidential elections take place is
much, much higher than turnout for off-year
elections. Many Colby students are choosing
to vote in Maine because it is not solidly for
Obama or McCain the way Massachusetts or
Texas are. Yet the State of Maine is also
choosing whether to elect a new Senator or

How a little ignorance A summer of studyinggrocerystore habits rein the booth can lead veals tabloids are trumping the things that matter
to big consequences
checkout, while at!
keep Sen. Susan Collins in office. Northern
Maine is also deciding whether Rep. Michael
Michaud deserves another term. These elections matter every bit as much as the Presidential one.
It is not even these elections that I am concerned about. Most students will have heard
of Sen. Collins and her opponent, Tom Allen.
The 2nd Congressional Seat will be holding
its last debate here at Colby, giving students a
chance to hear Rep.
Michaud and his opponent
live. What concerns me is
how the students are going
to vote in the local elections. With the exception of
Colby student Henry Beck,
1 will fully admit that I have
no idea who is running in
the local elections. I don 't
even know people who
know the people running in
the local elections. I don 't
know the local issues, the
local people or pay local
taxes. If I got a Maine ballot, I would know who to
vote for in the Presidential
campaign. Because I pay attention to politics,
I would even know who to vote for in the Senate and House races. But I would have no idea
who to vote for in the local races, for State
House and Senate and local elected officials
Being an ardent Democrat, I could just vote
for the Democrat in each of these elections,
but I*ve already heard how that could turn out
So remember, it 's not the act of voting that
makes one a responsible citizen of the United
States, it's the act of voting knowledgably. If
you are one of the many Colby students who
have registered to vote in Maine, either find
out about those running in the local elections
or leave those spaces blank on Election Day.

My dad, following
only the national
political scene,
had no idea and
voted for him
because he was
listed as a
Democrat, like
my dad was.

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Follies and felonies

¦—

Absurd run-ins with
the law in Maine, New
York City and beyond

c.w.

BASSETT
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This week let 's start off with an unnamed
motorist in right-across-the-river Winslow
who was pulled over by the law for having
an inoperative left front headlight. The
driver exited the car, then clobbered the
headlight with a carefully delivered right
cross. The light immediately began to work ,
and the driver was allowed to go on his way
without further police action.
YOU
COULD
NEVER DO THAT!!!!
And here 's a nasty one
that headlined New York
City: a local jury is deadlocked on the fate of a former minor league baseball
player accused of beating
his girlfriend's cat to death
in a jealous rage. Jurors
sent the judge a note saying that they are at an impasse after two days ol
deliberations.
The judge told them to
keep at it. Bad enough
you can avoid a ticket by
bashing your headlight in
Winslow, but you can get a hung jury in
NYC over kilting your girlfriend's cat. 1
mean, come on! He was probably using the
cat to hit flies to centerfield. That 's rotten ,
even if you hate cats.
And here 's a caution: bartending nude
can get you arrested. Finally some actual enforcement of the taws of significant morality and common decency in THIS GREAT
LAND OF OURS. The cops in Delhi, IL (1
thought Delhi was in India) were routinely
checking drinking establishments when they
allegedly found 33-year-old Janet Branton
serving drinks naked behind the bar of the
Cabin Tavern.
As you might suspect , the fuzz busted

her (ha! ha!) for public indecency; Ms.
Branton made the $8,000 bail. She seems to
have been the tavern 's only significant employee because the Cabin was closed posthaste. She has no telephone listing in the
Delhi directory, and the police don 't know
if she has a lawyer.
Now no one surpasses your columnist in
his suspicion of attorneys, but wouldn 't you
like to be the lawyer who takes Janet's case?
"I wasn't always nude,
Counselor. I put on a down
jacket when I had to work
in the beer cooler." On the
other hand, nudity behind
the bar—both in the tavern
or at law—never hurt anyone much, except the greybearded elders of Delhi
and
their
tough-guy,
badge-wearing minions.
Finally, a case this week
from Fouke, Arkansas (a
rare name there), where the
FBI and state police raided
the compound of a local
evangelist—Tony Alamo
Christian Ministries—near
Texarkana. Armed guards
all over the place, but no report of shots
being fired.
Rev. Alamo, previously accused of child
abuse, was scheduled for arrest later. Scads
of cars and vans crowded the compound's
entrance, while others surrounded the evangelist's near-by house. Another report on this
raid claimed the Rev. Alamo was legally
blind. Whatever, the Fouke School District
was very interested in the welfare of the children (a little late) in the compound.
You could never get away with a compound of terrified children in, say, Winslow.
The children who I know in Maine would've
kicked out their "leader 's" headlights and
called the cops.

And here's a
caution: bartending nude can get
you arrested.
Finally some actual enforcement
of the laws of
significant
morality....
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DAVE & BETTY BEGIN
47 Main St.
WatacvHlB, Mo
873-1010
Tuos -Fri
7:30 a.m.-S p.m.
7:30 a.m.-12 Noon
Closed Sun. & Mon.

One thing I often had a chance to do this
summer while I worked at the Hannaford in
Brunswick was flip through the tabloids at my
register. I got to read all about Brad and Angelina and their many children. I was one of
the first to know when Jamie Lynn Spears'
husband had an affair. Heck, I got to read
about all sorts of celebrity affairs, so if you
ever want to know how many people Jennifer
Aniston has been seeing lately, I could probably tell you (she had two different love interests this summer).
If you think it is depressing that I know all
of this (you do find it depressing, I hope),
imagine what it is like seeing customer reactions to these tabloids. Most of them take these
entertainment rags more seriously than the
newspaper headlines while at the same time
admitting how junky it is to be reading them.
Everyone acknowledges how unimportant
these magazines are, but so few people actually act on this opinion and find something
more important to read.
Why not just find something more important to read? My grocery store does very little
to make this an easier process. The local newspaper in my Hannaford is located after the

of the others are hidden behind the last
register where very
few people end up
purchasing their groceries. The grocery
store makes it easier
to pick up these
magazines, probably
because they get
paid extra to do so. I
once worked at a
small market where
the Pepsi Company
paid us extra money
to put their drinks
closer to the front of
the store. I wouldn't
be surprised if something like this is taking place in our
grocery stores.
I could spend the
rest of this article
discussing
how
tabloid companies
and grocery stores
are evil and manipulative, but
that
would be dodging
the real problem.
The news media and
society in general do very little to acknowledge the importance of some news stories over
others. Take for example the John Edwards
scandal this summer. John Edwards did everything in his power to get noticed during this
presidential race, but the media was so fo-

Why do we only
care about people
when we get an
intimate look into
their personal
lives? Is it too hard
to follow another
type of news story?
cused on Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton
that there was just not enough space on the
front page for all three of them. He was unable
to play a significant part in debates and
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quickly left the presidential race after only a
few primaries. Then, this scandal comes along
and the news media cannot get enough of John
Edwards. He finally gets the press he was
looking for and deserved, but it happened for
entirely the wrong reasons. For those of you
who happened to miss the hubbub, John Edwards had an affair years ago and may have
even fathered a child at this time (I stopped
paying attention before they confirmed or refuted any of these claims). No one cared about
what he was saying. They only cared about
something from his personal life, something
that may have no real bearing on the life he
lives today and certainly has no bearing on the
lives we are leading.
Why is it that our society does its best to
dumb down our nation and keep them from
getting involved in the important issues?
Why do we only care about people when we
get an intimate look into their personal
lives? Is it too hard to follow any other type
of news story? There was recently a presidential debate , but it is surprisingly difficult
to read much about it with the recent death
of Paul Newman. I liked him, think he was
a great actor, and will acknowledge his legendary career, but when we have lost thousands of American lives in the Iraq war, as
well as countless more Iraqi lives, shouldn 't we be more focused on who might be in
charge of this war, as well as this country,
in the near future?
As a student body here at Colby, we do a
great job of focusing on the important issues.
We are always involved politically and talk
about so many issues that are ten times more
important than any celebrity scandal. I am
very happy about the discourses on race that
have been in the Digest of Civil Discourse
since the Loudness lu'au, which is proof that
race is still an exceedingly important issue
that very few people address in our society.
As people who acknowledge the important issues in the world, we need to do our
best to bring these issues out into the open.
So, the next time you find yourself in a grocery store looking at the tabloids, make sure
you ask the manager why the tabloids get so
much more attention than the newspaper or
news magazines. You'll probably get an answer about how much more profitable it is,
which is to be expected, but at least you are
out there questioning the system and how it
acts to keep people in the dark.

A call for no more majors
It 's a question some first-years dread: "So
what are you majoring in?" A good number already know before coming here, sure, and
many others have a general idea. But some
have no clue, and some who think they know
will find that they are wrong (I know a guy
who switched from physics to government).
Maybe we shouldn 't be asking the question at all.
I'm a senior philosophy major who is relatively clueless about the dreaded Next Year,
but that has little to do with my major, believe
it or not. Recent philosophy alums have gone
on to do a pretty wide range of things: law
school, library science, the Marines and (as
you'll see below) public health, among other
things—none of which seems closely tied to
philosophy.
Philosophy, classics and government majors all stand to do well on
the LSAT, or to succeed in poli-sci at
the graduate level. Any major with a
creative writing minor might stand
just as good a chance as an English
major/creative writing concentrator
at getting into a welt-regarded creative writing MFA program. Any of
these folks might do well as journalists, or teachers or military officers.
Though I could be wrong, I think
even my science major friends , when
they are considered for post-Colby
research positions, won't be having
their majors weighed so much as
their lab experience. There are strong
connections, to be sure, but in theory,
someone doing an independent major
that overlapped with biology could
do some of the same research as a
more traditional bio major.
And med school doesn't care what
you major in as long as you fulfill certain
core requirements.A former roommate
of mine was pre-medanthro for awhile.
So how important, really, is the major, or at
least the specific track assigned to each?
I mentioned independent majors. I' m starting to wonder if maybe everyone should have
to do one. Colby could have four basic B.A.
options mapped onto its four main academic
divisions (humanities, social sciences, natural
sciences, interdisciplinary studies), although
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departments could continue to exist as they
are. Having picked a division to "major" in,
everyone could design a personalized course
of study, whether a specialized one to jumpstart the path to a specific career, or a relatively broad one to prepare for a number of
possible post-Colby options.
Below are abbreviated testimonials from recent independent majors. First-years (and

sophomores, maybe) take note! Especially
those of you who hate The Question. Maybe
an independent major is the path for you.
Emma Carlson 'OS: Environmental Education:
I am an instructor for the Outdoor Classroom for Schools program at the Chewonki
Foundation in Wiscasset , ME. School groups
come for week-long or day programs in Ecol-

ogy, Sustainability, Teambuilding and Outdoor
Living Skills. Students live and learn in the
natural setting for the entirety of their stay....
My self-designed Environmental Education
major set me up for success working in any
sphere of education, especially experientiallybased programs. By combining Environmental Studies, Geology and Biology with
Education and Sociology, I was able to gain a
health y mix of perspectives , allowing me to
better understand how I as an individual can
help start Global Cooling.... Beyond the academics at Colby, my time spent working and
leading trips for the COOT program, leading
for the Outing Club, and starting the maple
syruping project, as well as helping get the Organic Garden club off the ground, will be experiences that I draw upon as I continue my
quest to educate others about our environment.
Emily Brostek '06: Philosophy
and Human Development (the latter
an independent major in the Education Department):
I'm currently a first year Master's of
Public Health (MPH) student at UNC
Chapel Hill. Public health was never a
field that I considered—or was even
truly aware of—while I was at Colby,
so mostpeople wouldn't draw a straight
line from my undergradwork and what
I do now. But I see it all as very related
Public health is truly an interdisciplinary field. To do a successful nutrition intervention , develop a health
education program, or perform a community assessment, you have to be
able to use tools from many different
fields. Among many other things, this
includes psychology, education, sociology (all elements of my Human Development major)—and yes, even
philosophy. I think my work at Colby
truly taught me to value what many fields have
to offer. My independent major let me connect
different areas of knowledge, and not get
bogged down in the dogma or terminology of a
particular field. So. while my job at a community health network post-graduation pointed me
in the direction of public health, my work at
Colby really prepped me for that kind of work,
and to value that kind of thinking.

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
Field Hockey vs. UMaine- Farmlngton
Bill Alfond Field
6 p.m.

FRIDAY
Muslim Prayer Group

CRA International
Lovejoy 205
7 p.m.

Lorimer Chapel
12 p.m.
Special event brought to you by the Muslim
Community at Colby

Information Session

Off- Campus Study Opportunity
Diamond 242
4 p.m.
Meeting held by Round River Conservation
Studies, a non-profit conservation research and
education. It tackles landscape scale conservation strategies using biology and is active in
Namibia, Ecuador and British Columbia.

i
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Lecture presented by the Goldfarb Center

Diamond 122
7 p.m.
"Immigration and Islam in Contempora ry France "
lecture given by Professor Dominic Thomas

Brazilian Capoelra
Pugh Center
2:30 p.m.
A workshop following the afternoon 's performance
will focus on teaching martial arts in the dance
form with refreshments provided by the SAA

Colby in Washington D.C.
Diamond 146
Colby Improv
Cotter union- LoPo
9 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
Information for study in Washington D.C. for a
semester of your Colby Career
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TT
Documentary Films In China

Mid- semester show

i

i

Presidential Debates
Pugh Center
9 p.m.

i

Come to the watch party for treats and company
with the Colby Democrats while
you keep up with the election

LuziCare '08- '09
Cotter Union- LoPo

SUNDAY

8 p.m.
Kick- off event

SATURDAY

Alfond- Wales Tennis Courts
3:30 p.m.

Staging Transformations
Runnals- Strider Theatre

Lovejoy 215

7 p.m.
"Visual Representation, Memory, and Public
Interests " with speaker
Ai Xiaoming from Sun Yat-sen University

Men's Tennis vs. Southern Maine

Somali Bantu Opening Reception
Bixler- Given Auditorium
2 p.m.
An exhibition of photos taken by Jorge Acero and
Colby Students explores the stories of the Somali
Bantu ethnic minorities in Lewiston, ME

4 p.m.
A roundtable on political theatre and theatre for
social change in
preparation for the night's performance
If You See Something Say Something
Runnals- Strider Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Performance by Colby Alum Mike Daisy who has
garnered acclaim for his groundbreaking monologues and has been called "the master storyteller " by the New York Times

TUESDAY
Information Session
Dana- Fairchild Dining Room

Woman's Soccer vs. Wesleyan
Loeb's Field
1
1 a.m.

Golf in the Sid Farr Invitational
Waterville Country Club
12 p.m.

The Duke Nicholas Schools of the Environment

Japanese Language Table

Know Before You Vote

Dana- Camp Dining Room
11:30 p.m.

Men 's Soccer vs. Wesleyan
Loeb's Field
1:30 p.m.

Apple Picking with SPB
Pulver Pavilion
TBA
Catch the SPB sponsored bus from Pulver to a
great local apple farm and take advantage of the
fruit in season

Music at Colby Series
Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.
The Triple Helix with Bayla Keyes on violin , Rhonda
Rider on cello , and Lois Shapiro on piano

Rock Band Tournament
Cotter Union- LoPo
9 p.m.
Bring your rhythm and compete in SPB's Rock
Band Tournament to win iPod nanos

Diamond 141
6:30 p.m.

Come join peers and professors as you grab some
lunch and practice your Japanese

"Filling in the Vacancies on the Supreme Court"
lecture given by Sandy Maisel

Interval Conditioning Aerobic

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art
Diamond 142
7:30 p.m.
"Hugging the Saint: Art and Ritual on the
Pilgrimage to Santiago " presented by Kathleen
Ashley, Professor of English
at the University of Southern Maine

Alfond Athletic Center- Aerobics Room
Football vs. Wesleyan
Seaverns Field at Harold Alfond Stadium
1 p.m.

12:30 p.m.

MONDAY

Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan
Bill Alfond Field
1
1 a.m.

12 p.m.
Grab your friends and enjoy a
fun and rewarding workout
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EDITORS IN THE OFFICE

What question would
you e-mail Bro?

This week at Colby

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

SPB Presents....
CAKE this FRIDAYI

^M

I

— Elisabeth Ponsot
•10

S

If you haven't yet, order your ticket online or
pick one at the Pulver Information Desk- sold
Monday through Friday 1:00- 3:00. The band
Winterpills will be opening for Cake.

PCB Presents...
Brazilian Capoelra

"When are you free
I for an intimate
I interview? "

j fl|

Wadsworth Gymnasium
8:30 p.m. (doors @ 7:30)
Friday, October 3, 2008

This week online
www.colbyecho.com
Will print newspapers
be around in 10years?
LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Are you registered to vote in
Maine?
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"When could we get
together for a hot photo I
shoot?"
—Tom Bollier 11 I

¦

Jk

SafeS*.

Dana Lawn
12:45 p.m.
Friday, October 3, 2008
This amazingly energetic performance of
Capoeira is brought to Colby in honor of
Hispanic Heritage Month. This is a two- part
event, with a workshop following the performance. See pg. 10 for more detail on the
workshop.
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—Suzanne

Merkelson '09.

Chelsea Eakin 09

f S E'I and Ellen London '09

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
echoad9@colby.edu

CHiLLIN' ON THE MUSIC AND ARTS STOOP

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?
svbruce@colby.edu

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
New Shipment of Distressed Beers !

I0M BOUIEff THE COIB* ECHO

Teddy Piper '11. Athul Ravunniarath '11. Mark Ziffer '11 and Justin Banks '11 hang out on the steps of the new Music and Arts dorm

Attention Colby Students!
This is your community forum, so what do you want to see here?

Leinenkugels
Honey Wheat

Only $16.99 a case plus
tax & deP osit

Wegerbacher
Mouse Ale 22 oz
bottle

Plus tax & deP$8"

Only $3.49 each

Please email Sarah Bruce at svbruce@colby.edu
with any cartoons, art work, written pieces, club announcements or
whatever your imagination possesses you to do.

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight

This is your place to be seen and heard, so take advantage of it every
week.

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

52 Front St., Waterville, ME

www.wea ther.com

Farmers ' market draws crowd

Local Events

Waterville market helps build
community

Happening in town
Sweeney Todd

By KATRINA GRAVEL

Waterville Opera House
Waterville, Maine

STAFF WRITER

Friday, October 3 - Sunday, October 5
7:30 PM on Friday and Saturday
2:00 PM on Sunday
Come see the heart-pounding masterpiece of
murderous barber-ism and culinary crime that
tells the tale of the exiled barber who returns to
19th century London seeking revenge against
the judge who framed him. Tickets: $12 for
adults, $10 for seniors and children.

Blues Night Out
Waterville Opera House
Waterville, Maine
Saturday, October 4 at 7:30 PM
Join us for an inspiring evening with one of the
hottest female vocalists on the scene. She is a
multiple Grammy nominee and winner of just
about every blues music award open to her.
Shemekia Copeland's passion for singing,
matched with her huge, blast-furnace voice,
gives her music the timeless power and heartpounding urgency of a very few greats. Tickets:
$20 adults, $18 seniors and children

Comedian Bob Marley
Waterville Opera House
Waterville, Maine
Saturday, October-H -*•«» »• •¦<•» 7:00 and 9:00 PM
Originally from Maine, Bob Marley began performing stand up comedy in his hometown of
Portland. Marley is one of the hottest and most
sought after comedians in the country. Having
made his first television appearance on Comedy
Central, he is now one of the few comics to
have done the complete late night circuit.

It is the support and loyalty of the
community
that allows the
members of the
market to do
what we love to
do. All of us
appreciate the
support and
hope we can
continue to
serve the community for
many years.

Downtown Waterville Farmers' Market
The Concourse
Main Street, Waterville
Every Thursday until November 20
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Every Thursday in downtown Waterville local
farmers come together to offer a variety of
locally grown produce and homemade goods.
Ranging from fruits and vegetables to cheese
and herbs, the farmers market has everything
you need for a good meal away from Foss,
Dana or Bobs.

Becky Pudleduk

WEEKLY EVENTS

Pudleduk Family Farm

^
Sunday:
10 AM - 2 PM, Jazz Brunch at Soup 2 Nuts Coffee
1
1 AM - 1 PM, Jazz Brunch at The Speakeasy
Monday:
4 PM - 10PM, Open Mic with John Hodgdon at
Malnely Brews Tavern and Restaurant
Tuesday:
4 PM - 10 PM, Blues Jam with Dave Mello at
Malnely Brews Tavern and Restaurant
Wednesday:
6 PM - 8 PM , Live Jazz at The Speakeasy
Thursday:
7 PM Trivia Night at Malnely Brews Tavern and
Restaurant
6 PM - 8 PM, Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

Friday:

6 PM - 9 PM, Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

V

Saturday:
6 PM - 9 PM, Live Jazz at The Speakeasy

Most days of the week, the concourse along Appleton Street serves
as & parking area for downtown
Waterville. But every Thursday from
2-6 p.m. it becomes a bustling farmers' market where approximately 30
vendors meet to sell their wares. The
market has been in business since
May 2006, when Shannon Haines,
executive director of Waterville
Main Street, had the idea to bring
one to Waterville.
"I just decided that we needed to
have one," Haines said. "All cities I
have visited or in which I have lived
have had a fanners' market, and I
knew that Waterville could support
one, too."
Haines began by meeting with
the organizers of othei local markets to learn how to run a farmers'
market and to avoid scheduling the
Waterville market at other markets'
times. She then joined forces with
local vendors and the City of
Waterville to put her plans in
motion. Haines describes the market as a team effort, noting the roles
of the city in providing space and
electricity, the public works department for blocking off parking, and
Waterville Main Street, a group
committed to downtown revitalization , for helping with administrative duties and for promoting the
market.
The farmers 1 market takes place
from May 1 to Nov. 20, rain or shine,
and sees a variety of products.
"A lot of people think that it is
only the standard vegetables ,"
Haines said. "But we have bread,
cheese, eggs, meats such as bison,
pork, chicken, beef, turkey, and goat,
potted plants, ba''?d goods, honey,
jams... the list goes on and on...."

J

There is also a winter market, which
takes place from 2-4 p.m. on the
third Thursday of each month from
December to April. The products
sold at thi3 market include meats,
cheeses and root vegetables.
There was a wide variety of
responses when the vendors were
asked why they participated in the
Waterville farmers' market. Many
feel that it provides a great atmosphere in which local farmers can
meet not only to sell their products,
but also to discuss issues with growing and trade ideas.
Izzy McKay, who along with her
husband Rick Thompson owns Half
Moon Gardens, Inc. in Thomdike,
Maine, said that "the market also
works as research for me; 1 find out
what plants people are interested in,
and then I find out what is the best
way to present a particular product."
McKay's latest product is a kit
consisting of lettuce and herbs that
have already been planted in window boxes, which people can use to
grow their own salads. The vendors
also appreciate the community
involvement at the market.

ROB KICMT/THE COt-BV £ CHO

Every summer f o r the last three years, around thrity vendors come to downtown Waterville each Thursday.

"We love the people who shop being 'of a community rather than maybe a long term lifestyle,"
the market. They give us this won- 'from ' a community is growing Cozart said, adding that "farmers
derful sense of encouragement to throughout the country."
ZTZ always looking for a few good
continue what we do," said Becky
He feels that this shift in mind-set people to help out around their
Pudleduk , a member of Pudlcduk toward a small town way of thinking places."
Family Farm in Vassalboro, will bring about a better community,
Even for those who aren't searchMaine. "It is the support and loy- and that the market is helping to ing for a career in farming, the maralty of the community that allows bring this change.
ket provides a great excuse to enjoy
the members of the market to do
The market vendors encourage the fall weather and grab some local
what we love to do. All of us Colby students to check out the products for the dorm room. More
appreciate the support and hope market and get to know some of information on the Waterville
we can continue to serve the com- the local farmers. "For college stu- Farmers ' Market and the vendors
dents it 's a way for them to start who attend can be found at
munity for many years."
The market serves the communi- networking for summer work or www.watervillefarmersmarket.org.
ty in several ways. It
provides
consumers
with affordable local
products, while allowing them to meet the
farmers and ask questions regarding food
preparation and nutritional value. Customers
ANP YOU NEEP TO KNOW
WHAT'S UP ON CAMPUS,
are able to form a bond
with
the
vendors.
"People don 't have to
wait until market to get
in touch with the
farmer," McKay said.
"Our contact information is on the market
website, so if there is
something
shoppers
really want and need to H
make sure is there on
market day, we can
I HA VB THE LA TES T NEWS
I RIGHT IN YOUR INBOX.
WAITING FOR YOU...
have their product all
ready."
The farmers' market
helps support local
businesses, too . Jack
Cozart ,
owner
of
Snakeroot
Organic
Fann in Pittsfield ,
Maine, as well as the
Market Manager, noted
that one-third of the
profits from the market
is re-circulated into the
community. Many local
restaurants also shop at
the market.
Roger Collins, who
produces and sells
wrought iron products
at the market , observed
that "the trend toward
buying locally produced
food, shopping at locally owned businesses,
and a greater sense of

the morning...

&
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Alumni speakon Work begins on local recreation area
statejob market
BUSINESS IN MAINE

Area will house ski
trails, an outdoor
ice rink and more

Grads discuss
the benef its of
working in Maine

of 20 analysts that nobody knows
the difference between. You are
going to be known and be able to
start in a really professional position." If Williams is doubtful that he
would have been given the same
responsibilities right off the bat if he
had the same position he has now in
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF
a big city.
Though Maine is remote, the panAt a time when the economy elists pointed out that this does not
looks bleak and entering the job limit the national , and in some cases
market appears more daunting than global , scope of their jobs. Williams
ever, six alumni panelists spoke at said that through telecommunication
the College last weekend about the he coordinaties daily with people in
benefits of living and working in bigger cities such as Boston. Vickers
Maine and the opportunities avail- said that L.L. Bean recently opened
able. The panel, comprising alumni its first store in Beijing, China ,
who work in different job sectors in adding that there are already stores
Maine, concluded the Colby in Japan , Costa Rica, Hong Kong
Alumni Networking weekend (see and Taiwan, as well as 14 others in
the United States. "You get to live
article pg. 2).
here, but it 's not
Most of the
just about Maine,
p a n e l i s t s
he said. "This comboomeranged
back to the state
pany is about selling products to
in which they
people all over the
went to college,
world."
and also the state
F l e t c h e r
in which some of
'84 ,
Kittredge
them grew up.
founder and CEO
"The decision
of the company
to come back I
think has to do
Great
Works
Internet (GWI) and
with these things
Dave MacLeay '97,
you can 't really
president
of
put your finger
Jonathan Leach '84 M a c L e a y
on—things that
Executive Director of Trie
Interactive Design,
don 't really have
Children's Center
LLC spoke of how
a price tag,"
the Internet has
Jonathan Leach
'84 , executive
allowed them to
director of The Children 's Center, a manage their business from anynon-profit in Augusta, said. "One where, allowing them to make a
of the assets of living and working home in Maine. MacLeay said that
in Maine is the sense of community white many people imagine small
that kind of imbues the state. We businesses as mom and pop stores,
have a very real long and valuable the reality is that there are a lot of
history of taking care of each smaller businesses hiding around
MacLeay
started
other." Leach said that the non- Maine.
profit sector employs 70,000 peo- Trailspace.com in 2001, a website
ple in Maine and generates $7 dedicated to helping outdoor enthusiasts find dependable gear.
billion in revenue annually.
Will Chamberlain '98, an ecoThe other panelists echoed this
sentiment, adding that sometimes a nomic research analyst at Maine
job applicant 's draw for Maine can Department of Labor, calculates the
unemployment rate for the state and
be a key factor in landing a job.
Chris Vickers '87, vice president projected labor force sizes. He said
of L.L. Bean, said "We have specif- that last year, on the national level,
ic jobs we recruit for and when we the unemployment rate was 4.8 perfind people have an affinity for cent, rising to 6.1 percent now. In
Maine, the chances of us getting Maine, the unemployment rate was
them to work at L.L. Bean go way 4.8 percent and is now at 5.5 perup. When it 's just a sort of they have cent. The state has seen a less
the skills but no connection to extreme downturn compared to
Maine—it 's a much harder sell , for national numbers, he said. Though
the state continues to lose manufacthe reasons we all probably know."
Maine employers certainly know turing jobs, and in recent years conthe difficulties of attracting people struction jobs, it "is still gaming in
to live and work long-term in a rural professional business sectors," he
and cold state, farther from any said. "Doctors , lawyers, accounmajor metropolitan areas than many tants, auditors—anything you need
would like. As Leach put it "AH the at least a bachelor 's degree for."
things we know about Maine that Kittredge noted that Maine tends to
Mainers can either love or put up do relatively well in down times, not
with are the things people from out- experiencing the same boom and
side of Maine don 't necessarily bust that occurs in urban areas.
like."
As for advice to graduating
Many job seekers are drawn to seniors entering the job market, the
bigger cities where job opportunities panelists stressed being proactive
are perceived as being greater. To and taking advantage of alumni conthis Tim Williams '08, who works at nections. "You'd be surprised how
the Portland office of Health Dialog, willing alums are to open up the
a group that works to improve the door for you," Vickers said.
state of healthcare system, pointed Williams encouraged students to use
out that Maine companies often do their JanPlans for internships in
not participate in entry-level recruit- order to extend networks. Even if a
ing for college graduates each fall, job asks for two to five years of
but rather only post jobs as they experience, Williams recommended
open. Williams said that while some applying anyhow. The panelists
see the lack of entry-level training as agreed that finding a job in Maine
bad, he sees it as a good opportunity involves poking around and milking
to have a greater impact in the work connections. "The Colby brand is a
environment from the start. "You lot stronger in Maine than anywhere
aren't going to be stuck in a comer else." Vickers said.
in a cubicle somewhere as like one

One of the
assets of living
and working in
Maine is the
sense of community that kind
of imbues the
state.

Panelists
Chris Vickers '87, vice president, L.L.Bean
Fletcher Kittredge '84 F founder and CEO of the company Great Works Internet
Will Chamberlain '98, economic research analyst, Maine
Department of Labor
Tim Williams '08, Health Dialog
Jonathan Leach '84, executive director, The Children's
Center
Dave MacLeay '97, president, MacLeay Interactive Design,
LLC

By ISAAC OPPER
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Forty years ago, Mike Roy '74
(see article page left), current
Waterville city manager, skied on
the alpine ski slope run by Colby.
Now, he 's leading the charge to turn
that piece of land into what he calls
a "multiuse recreational area."
In 1968, the City of Waterville
bought a 145-acre piece of property,
which was then a private golf
course. It quickly rented the clubhouse to Jade Island , a Chinese
restaurant that has been renting the
property ever since. Roy has long
thought that it would be in the city's
best interest to sell the property to
Jade Island; however, the original
purchase of the golf course was
made using federal funds . This
meant that if the City of Waterville
sold the Jade Island clubhouse, it
would have to use the money from
the sale to buy a recreational site of
equal value.
Roy approached College officials
about selling the old alpine ski area,
which stretches from Quarry Road
off North Street to Upper Main
Street , and they quickly agreed.
After selling to Jade Island to get the
money, Waterville officials bought
the old ski area, which is over 100
acres, from Colby for $125 ,000.
The city set aside $20,000 for the
project
and
the
Kennebec
Messalonskee Trails group, which
devotes itself to "promoting, building, and maintaining recreation and
fitness trails" along the two rivers,
obtained a $29,000 grant from the
State Department of Conservation.
Still that $49,000 pales in compari-
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Recreational area will include running and skiing trails that would connect to trails stretching beyond Waterville.
son to the costs. The total cost of the snow boarding slope, an outdoor ice
recreational area is estimated to be skating rink, and more.
The goal is to have the crossanywhere from $1 million to $3 million. Some of that
country ski trails
ready by this winmoney will come
ter. It will be a 5k
from the College,
trail, connecting to
which
donated
the Messalonskee
Si 00,000 to the
Trail system that
city over five years,
runs as far as
for the city to use
Fairfield. The city
however it saw fit
will then hope to
The city is hoping
ctear an area for
to make up much
snowboarding and
of the difference
sledding.
They
with more grants
hope to eventually
and donations.
buy snow making
Still , the city is
equipment, but
already beginning
that costs almost
construction on the
half a million dolproject. The Public
John Koons '72 lars.
Works Departmem
Waterville Resident
After the trails
started widening
are built , the city
and grading the
will turn its attenroad that leads intc
the area that out
tion to constructday will house skiing and running ing an outdoor ice rink, lodge,
trails, baseball fields, a sledding and baseball fields and more.

Five years from
now it is going
to be an attraction. It's going
to be a draw,
not just for
Waterville, but
for all the surrounding area.

Along with Mike Roy, John
Koons '72, a Waterville dentist , is
spearheading the project. Koons has
traveled around the Northeast and
Europe, looking at recreational areas
that have been built in different
cities , hoping to get ideas for the one
in Waterville.
"John Koons came up with a terrific vision, really," Roy told the
Morning Sentinel "He put in an
unbelievable amount of work to get
people to sign onto an idea of a very
high-level cross-country ski trail and
cross-country running and walking
trail."
Koons. for his part , has big plans.
This is very exciting because the
potential is so great ," he told the
Sentinel. "Five years from now, this
is going to be an attraction It 's going
to be a draw, not just for Waterville ,
but for all the surrounding area."
If all goes as planned , it will certainly be a draw for Colby students
as well.

WHO'S WHO DOWNTOWN: MIKE ROY '74

Colby grad returns to Waterville to serve city
City manager
works with local
administration
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Mike Roy '74 administrates in a
unique type of city government. As
city manager, Roy shares much of
the responsibility typically associated with the rote of mayor in other
cities, especially in terms of administrative duties. He is responsible for
managing all city and municipal services, including the fire and police
departments, public works and the
library. Roy, of course, works for the
City of Waterville, the town where
he grew up and attended college, and
now helps to run.
Roy has worked in Waterville for
the past four years and as city manager for the past two. He spent the
previous 30 years serving the local
governments of neighboring towns
Oakland , Vassalboro and Fairfield.
Waterville's government, he said,
is a "very unique arrangement."
The mayor is in charge of city
council meetings, and works with
the council to create policy.
Administration is left up to Roy,
who was appointed for a three-year
contract and works for the sevenmember city council.
The City's government structure
changed two years ago after a charter commission spent a year investigating how to improve local
government. According to Roy, the
decision "came down to a realization
that the mayor 's job has always been
part-time. The mayor doesn 't necessarily have the training to be a fulltime manager." The City decided to
bring in a city manager, who is
trained specifically to administrate.
Roy is thus serving as Waterville's
first manager.
Roy finds that he collaborates
regularly with the College, especially when dealing with roads, police
issues, recreation and funding different organizations, such as Waterville
Main Street. He draws upon his
experience at the College on a daily
basis, in conducting working relationships between the Hill and City
Hall.
As a double major in environ-

- II

mental science and geology, Roy for alumni to stay in the Waterville
admitted he didn 't take any govern- area after graduation, naming several other '74
ment courses. "I
grads still
in
kind of lucked into
town.
this career. A lot of
Nonetheless ,
it has been learnthe
College 's
ing on the job: pcrrelationship with
s o n n e 1
Waterville
was
management ,
much
different
financial administhen. "Back then ,
tration , strategic
the ties between
He
planning. "
the College and
played hockey and
the community
baseball and said
were
nowhere
his favorite memonear as strong as
ries included playthey are today,"
ing frisbee golf
Roy said. "The
around campus.
school wasn't as
Roy had no
involved in what
problem attending
went on in the
school where he
Mike
Roy
'74
community.
grew up. "For me ,
Waterville City Manager
There was no
being at Colby
CCAK , no Hill
was like being
'N the Ville , no
200 miles away,"
Burst
the
he said. "I was
able to be on campus and still be Bubble."
While Roy did acknowledge
separate from my home life." He
also noted that it wasn't as unusual some of the negative aspects of the

I kind of lucked
into this career.
A lot of it has
been learning
on the job: personnel management, financial
administration,
strategic planning.

College's presence in town—most
notably through police encounters—
he remarked upon students ' willingness and desire to be a part of the
community.
"I' m thankful that so many [students] volunteer in so many ways,"
Roy said. "Students that have
come through Colb y in recent
years have been very willing to get
involved. " This inclination has
changed dramaticall y since 1974.
"[Community service] wasn 't a
priority back when I was in
school ," Roy said. "There was no
focus by the school on that element
of our education. "
Today, he thinks that students '
understanding of the importance of
community service is a strength that
will outlast their time at the College.
"The strength and health of many
communities depends on the quality
and quantity of peop le getting
involved—coaching, volunteering,
helping at the library, " Roy said.
"The health of our communities is a
direct result of whether people get
involved."
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SPB f all concert
cappella group gives great show promises a sweet show

CONCERT REVIEW

A

TOM BOUIEH. THE COLBY ECHC

Heinavankernun have seemed simple at first but at deeper reflection was extremely complex and beautiful.

Concert off ers a
relaxed ending
to the weekend
By SAMMY GRADWOHL
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Music Department
always briny- great performers to
campus. Hut this weekend's concert was a rare treat Heinavanker,
an a cappella group of six. came all
the wa> from Estonia to perform
their program of Renaissance and
folk muMc on Mayflower Hill The
concert was short and without an
intermission, hui ever) minute of
music was beautiful and well
worth hearing
Heinavanker - program consisted of eleven pieces , a mix of
sacred Renaissance music and
Estonian folk hymns The foreignness of the texts did not take away
from each work ' s beauty, but
rather added another aspect to the
performance.

On the surface, the music mig ht
have seemed rather simp le , but a
eloser listen revealed astounding
complexities. Lines wove throug h
and around each other, and the
singers transitioned effortlessly
from unison passages to layered,
rich polyphonies, to solo verses
with h ypnotic drones beneath
"Salve Regina ." "Credo—Sine
Nomine. " "Sanctus" and "Agnus
Dei " featured many of the long.
elaborate melismas so typical of
the era 's compositions, each beautifully executed . Many of the pieces
began with only the four male voices , the two women not joining until
later , as if for added effect. Vocal
blending, so crucial to a cappella
singing (or any ensemble singing.
for that matter), w as almost perfect ,
the different voice parts trading off
their prominence and accompaniment statuses with ease The rich
textures offered numerous ways of
enjoying the music with constantl y
changing rhythmic patterns and
harmonies. The ensemble 's expres-

siveness was fabulous—listeners
mig ht not have understood the
words, but they could certainly feel
the emotion behind them, and

The concert
was short and
without an
intermission,
but every
minute of music
was beautiful
and well worth
hearing.
musical aspects such as dynamic
contrasts and differing articulations
onl y strengthened that connection.
One piece that was particularly
interesting was "Mu Siida Arka

Dies, " arranged by Heinavanker
member Margo Kdlar. The group
began humming the melody in
octaves, then added the words as a
unit Subsequent verses alternated
between soloists, with the other members humming the accompaniment,
and chorus sections featured the
entire group, again in octaves or minimal harmonies. This piece in particular demonstrated the great dynamic
contrasts mentioned previously.
"Natse
Jummal
Sim
Ma
Rummal" started with one voice and
built from the bottom up, adding
one voice at a time , verse by verse ,
until all six voices sounded. The
echo effect of this composition
brought a different feel to the piece
and gave the audience yet another
something for which to listen.
"Oh Jcesus Sinu Vatu" was a short
solo performance by Eve Kopli. Her
clear soprano rang through Lonmcr,
floating through the notes with very
pleasing execution.
The
final piece ,
entitled
"Loomiselaul (The Creation)," was
very captivating. It started quietly,
rising in volume and intensity as the
music progressed. The rh ythm was
very repetitive , but the group 's
musical variations kept things interesting. At first , alto Kadn Hunt sang
solo, with her fellow singers humming or occasionall y singing a soft,
droning accompaniment. Hunt continued the solo throughout , but the
accompaniment became more pronounced—Hunt sang every line
twice, and the other singers added
their harmonies the second time
around for each one. This p iece
also featured some choreography—
simp le swaying at first , then walking in a connected chain around the
front of the chapel , then slow, circular marching in time to the
music , then back to a straig ht line
for the final cadence and a long,
drawn-out chord
Heinavanker 's concert was a
lovel y way to end the weekend.
They broug ht their culture 's rich
musical traditions halfway around
the world to share with us, which
certainly made for a very nice
Sunday evening.

does not allude to the fact that new
songs will be played on the upcoming run.
To hear Difiore talk about the
something that we could own
and have an identity about " he album gives a look into the hard
says. The uncompromising nature working, hard rocking, sarcastic
of the band' s sound is evident in Cake philosophy. Asked whether il
every aspect of the persona it is frustrating to release CD's in
evokes. As a live act , DiFiore says today 's music industry, DiFiore
says,
"You'd
never
they 've
think
that
it
been a group for
would
be;
bul
a setlist ("though
you kind of cresometimes " he
ate your life story
says, "1 think we
as you make an
should or mig ht
album.
You're
want
to ")
further creating
because "that 'd
your own identity
make [going to a
as a band."
show] a lot like
"The strength
just watching TV.
of the band is in
Instead, he says,
the ensemble ,"
"John
usually
DiFiore
adds.
just calls out a
"We had a good
song
as
the
honest beg inning,
opportunity
to
and now we feel
p lay another song
Vince DiFiore so lucky that we
comes " The live
Cake
want
to
put
tracks on the Beverything down,
Sidcs
and
regardless of the
Rarities disk the
band put out last year maintain the fact that you 're not going to have
ti ght sound and immediacy the fantastic album sales these days
band produces in the studio , and unless you 're Celina Gomez or 12
the band was warmly received at years old on the Disney channel."
Required Listening: "Love You
Middlebury last spring. Cake is
currentl y working on a new studio Madly," "Comfort Eagle," "The
album (its seventh) but has not yet Distance ," "Stickshifts and Safety
tested the songs live and DiFiore Belts " "Shadow Stabbing"
From CAKE, Page 1

The strength of
the band is in
the ensemble.
We had a good
honest beginning
and now we feel
so lucky that we
want to pull
everything down.

A taste of Cake s required listening includes these six albums.

WMHB 89.7 FM

Tuning in with exciting changes at the college radio
WMHB is working
to stay ahead of
changes in radio
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

If sou aren ' t tuned into \\ MHB
89.7 EM. it 's about time that you
switched your radio dial, up dated
j o u r iTunes or changed your
favorite webcast After last year 's
rebuilding ihc College radio station is out in full force and it 's
something you aren ' t going to want
to miss
"Our main goal is to provide
programming not found on other
stations. " Adam Lowenstein '09.
President of Mayflower Hill
Broadcasting (WMHB). said The
station plays a huge variety of
music including hip-hop. techno ,
world, alternative, indie and local
music It likes to work with artists
like Lupe Fiasco or Gnarls Berkley
who began .i< independent artists
and grew into big time performers
and musician- fhe station mostl y
works w uh promotion company
agents and sometimes directl y with
artists to gel the music on the radio
quickl > "We Mippori [the artists]
by charting them.
I owenstein
said "Thus they continue to send
us music
\ lot ol this music is
also available online , makin g it
much easier to gci music to p lay.
"As soon as the recording is made .
the promotion group gets it ."
I.owenstein exp lained New digital
music systems allow the station to
play new music 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
r . \ t beast is also a major
aspL i of the radio It is possible to
measure how many people listen to

the webcast and those people can
also post comments Responses
have been pretty positive so far.
WMHB gets a lot of listeners from
other countries, including one as
distant as' Japan , which is really

Our main goal
is to provide
programming
not found on
other stations.
Adam Lowenstein
President of WMHB

exciting for a college broadcast It
is harder to tell how many listeners
are listening at any one time to the
EM broadcast, but the station
reaches about 35 ,000 people in
Waterville , Oakland , Fairfield ,
Winslow and depending on weather , part of Augusta. "With a number like that it is safe to assume a
lot of people are listening, "
Lowenstein said.
The group is working to get more
live broadcasts going through campus. For home football games and
hockey games (and a few other
sports) WMHB runs a live broadcast
which attracts a lot of alumni listeners The radio station is also working
to broadcast more community events ,
both on campus and in downtown
Waterville For examp le they are
working with the Ooldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement
to get those events on the radio as
well , which would broadcast from a
pre-recorded track
Of course none of this comes foi
free WMHB has been working

hard to allocate funds to the right
places and to run everything
smoothl y.
The
station
has
increased its own staff from under
five to 19 peop le working in everything from public affairs to marketing, to scheduling and almost
anything else you could think of
They got a new sound processor, a
new dig ital music system and are
working on a new website that will
be more dynamic. Aside from all
this , they have costs to p lay music.
They pay Live365 , a corporation
that hosts many radio stations on
the internet. They also pay large
performer
agencies such as
ASCAP. BMI and SESAC, which
99.9 percent of arttsts are signed
up with This way they pay a company one fee for licensing rig hts
rather than paying each individual
artist. However, the rewards are
great. WMHB is able to provide a
staggering variety of music, which
is no doubt one of the reasons they
are in the top 5 percent of the
roughly 10,000 radio stations hosted by Livc365 (based on the number of listeners the station attracts)
on the Internet.
W M H B works with about 100
volunteer DJs each semester, a
group composed currently of about
75 to 80 percent students and 20
percent
from the town of
Waterville The station broadcasts
24 hours a day, and the DJs are
live in the studio from 6 a.m. to
midnight seven days a week.
When the DJs arc off the air, the
computer
plays new music
throug hout the night based on
selected criteria. WMHB does not
have syndicated shows, so you
will not catch Ryan Scacrcst hosting the top 40. "These shows are
very expensive and very generic ,"
Lowenstein explained "There is

not room for creativity in a syndicated show and creativity is what
we are really working toward."
Beginning in October, WMHB
hopes to be broadcasting in Pulver
throughout the day and night. They
are also planning to begin live
broadcasts in the area , every
Wednesday to start off. Another goal
is broadcasting from the Marchese
Blue Lig ht Pub when it 's busy and
working with more student groups

as well. Schedules for all these
events will be up on their website
(wmhb.org) as they get closer.
Lowenstein thinks that the radio
will continue to be a strong influence on campus beyond his time
here. He thinks that the webcast is
going to become more and more
important. "People don 't really
have radios anymore , except for in
their cars ," he said. "The FM
broadcast is going to become less

significant, so we are trying to be
on top of that and even ahead of it. "
Lowenstein explained that the radio
has and will continue to have a
mobile broadcast that can be played
on advanced phones. He also thinks
the radio will continue its presence
in the downtown community. He
stressed that Internet streaming will
be the way of the future that it is
something everyone involved in
music needs to stay on top of.
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The WMHB recording studio is filled with DJs throughout the day playing new music in a variety of genres.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: DYNASTY

>
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CAWXINE DCKSON/TME COLBY ECHO

D YNASTY will be performing actively throughout the fall semester.

One clap, one stomp: A
new side of teamwork

dedication. "You can be a slow learner at the beginning," Faustin said,
A&E EDITOR
"but if you practice you can get it. "
Olisa Okoh '12 said of step, "I like
Originally called boot dancing or music and rhythm and I like to dance
gumboot , what we call here in but I was never as comfortable with
America "step" has its roots in the it as I am with step. I had a hard time
gold mines of Africa, where many but I learned as 1 practiced more."
slaves would stomp in their gum- Tercll McCollum '10 had been stepsoled boots as a form of exercise and ping long before he joined
community building. In the United DYNASTY. "It gives me a sense of
States, step began to be performed by power, I love to be loud and do angry
the first all-black fraternities and things. It 's all about the hype and
sororities in the early 1900s. On a expression," he said.
The time spent performing and
basic level, it is a rhythmic dance
with stomps and slaps. However, practicing is equally loved by nearly
everyone
on the team because each
DYNASTY, one of the two College
step groups, demonstrates that there offers its own value. During practice
is a lot more to it.
there is time for team bonding and
DYNASTY started up in the rolling on the floor laughing in
spring of 2007 with Tiffany Martin between the serious moments when
09, Katherine "Dell" Perez '10 and they are working hard. But performYanica Faustin '10. Originally part of ing, "is the excitement you have been
the Colby Step Team, the girls envi- waiting for," McCollum said. "You
are stepping it up when you hit the
sioned a different level of intensity.
"We wanted to step it up literally," stage." Perez agreed, saying, "You
Faustin said. "Then for Martin Luther are really hyping up the crowd, it 's
King Day, the step team was asked to ten times more intense." Performing
perform but a lot of people weren 't can be exhausting, which is part of
there since it was JanPlan, so a new the reason DYNASTY will have
team kind of arose at that point." The yelling during performances. "We
name for the team came at ^rushed want to be powerful and loud ,"
moment, when the^roup was set for Martin said, "We want to show our
their first performance with Hipnorik attitude, but breaking up the routine
-ind needed a name before hitting the with words also gives us a chance to
Mage. A few days before someone breathe." Faustin added , "It adds to
veiled out "DYNASTY, but in all the performance, which has a begincaps!" and it worked. "The name has ning, a middle and an end. Some of
become something really meaningful words are calls for the next step too."
to me," Perez said. Martin agreed,
Faustin does most of the choreogadding, "We are a strong team, we do raphy, but DYNASTY often works
everything together and the name as a group to fix things and see what
adds to our strength." This year the works as a whole. Faustin
group has seven members on cam- explained , "There is no formupus , with eighth member Paula la...someone makes a move that I
Martel '10 abroad in Spain. Three like and I play with it. " Often the
are new this year and right now the choreography just happens and
^mall group is perfect for what the comes together on its own.
team wants to do.
An important aspect of the team is
One of the most amazing aspects the community work. They work
of the team is their dedication and with a step team at Waterville Junior
obvious closeness as a group. Team High School called the Puma
practices are twice a week, but they Steppers. They run their practices
are all stepping constantly. They with them and have seen the group
stomp outside, in their rooms, and develop into close friends and pasthey have even stomped at Wal-Mart. sionate steppers. Step has become
Their unity as a team makes them something the members of Puma
work harder and up the intensity want to carry with them when they
level. The group said once they had get to high school. DYNASTY
an eight hour practice the ni ght explained that they hope the Puma
before performing because they Steppers will grow more and become
wanted to change their routine; they more independent , beginning to feel
telt that something about it wasn't out their own moves and add their
nght. Just last weekend they agreed own flavor. Watching the younger
to perform last minute at an alumni team realize they had talent and creevent. Set to perform at 11 a.m., they ate ties with one another has been an
got together at 10:15 a.m., got the amazing experience for DYNASTY.
routine together and performed They have enjoyed giving the young
shortly after. Members of the group steppers a form of dance that doesn 't
liave performed through mono, require paying for lessons and new
injuries and asthma attacks. No mat- costumes constantly.
ter what, they are there for practice
DYNASTY also performs active¦md every performance, showing a ly in the community, including
level of commitment that is close to every February at the Hall School
unparalleled in any other group.
and Waterville Junior High School
Karen Abbas '12 just joined the as part of Black History Month.
team and loves it. "You really get the This year they will be performing at
->cnse people care about you," she the Keeping Mid-Maine Warm
said. "Yanica takes time out of her Variety show on October 19 at the
own busy schedule to come and Waterville Opera House. One hunwork with me when I am having dred percent of the proceeds from
'rouble with step and because of stuff the event will go toward keeping
like that you really feel part of some- Maine families warm throughout
thing. " The whole team agreed that the winter months.
being part of DYNASTY has given
DYNASTY is open to anyone to
them a sense of community and fam- join. Faustin explained, "It 's not a
il y, a relationship which makes their Posse thing, or a minority thing, it 's
performances even stronger.
about dedication. Anyone who is
The group has varying experience dedicated can be a part of it."
with step—some have been stepping Whether you want to become part of
for a number of years and some DYNASTY as a team member or
began here at the College.
not, it would be a shame if you didWhat does it take to be able to n 't become a part of them as an audistep? "You need a degree of ence member. Their dedication and
rh ythm," Cynia Barnwell ' I I said, closeness as a team shows in their
"but if you can walk , you can step." performance, making them one of
Faustin agreed, stressing what is the most powerful performance
reall y needed for their team is the groups on campus.
By AMANDA MELLO

Fifth season begins without promise of comeback
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Latel y I have been trying to decide if I am an eternal optimist or if I were also in a car accident and they come in later, in far worse shape than
am just foolish. Grey 's Anatomy 's last season and maybe the end of the the women. Through their presence comes a confusing brade of who is
season before had all the signs of a show
sleeping with whom and who lost what job, etc.
i B iie.ii iy IIIILKJSJSIUIC ui K.ccp uit Ln.ii.ii.iLi:%
struggling to stay above water, and yet I
still eagerly anticipated this season 's prestraight and remember who is dying and who is
miere. Perhaps the show 's writers are
going to recover.
oblivious to a dwindling audience, probaMeanwhile the doctors at Seattle Grace are
bly due to the popular show The Office
entirely wrapped up in their own lives, doing a
which airs at the same time, or perhaps
little surgery in between. In one episode Derek
they are not reading enough critique of the
and Meredith have decided to move in together,
show to realize that viewers are annoyed
decided that was a bad idea and then again decidwith what 's being aired.
ed to move in together. Hahn and Callie are tryWhen it comes down to it, it is too much.
ing to avoid discussing their kiss last season, as
Too much drama, too many unlikely sceare Izzie and Alex, and Lexi is trying to find the
narios in a hospital, and frankly, there isn 't
courage to tell George she's into him. Rose is
enough sex anymore. Everyone is unhappy
demonstrating her rage at being broken up with,
with their love life, many are unhappy with
Cnstina is sizing up an army doctor and the
Chief is trying to focus on making the hospital
their friends and now all are questioning
doctors better teachers.And somehow randomly
their careers. The show has become a huge
downer as far as the main cast, and the randuring all this, Cnstina is impaled with an icicle.
dom medical emergencies have become
And what was with the appearance of Denny at
almost laughable.
the end of the episode walking off in some
STM»PUlSE-COM
dreamlike state with Izzie in her pink prom gown
Season five opened with a scene showing Derek and Meredith still trying to make it work.
from seasons back? Or the random flash forward
Derek nearly dying on the examination
table and Meredith screaming while lookwith Cnstina and Meredith living alone togethei
ing in the window. And then Meredith wakes up from the horrible night- as old women I
It took everything I had to power through the episode, because two
mare. The fake-out was not entertaining and frankly I didn 't see the point
of it. Perhaps it served as some type of allusion to a yet another downturn hours is a long time to watch a show slowly die in its season premiere. We
in their never ending miserable relationship. If Derek and Meredith were need a focus for the show, but it may be too late for even that. The show
ever happy, I can't remember it because it was so long ago and so short ended with some suggestions of happiness—Meredith and Derek are movlived. The episode moves to show the group waiting to check Seattle ing in together, Cnstina and the army doctor kissed, and Callie and Hahn
Grace's ranking as a teaching hospital , and similar to the show 's ratings on are beginning their relationship, so with any luck the writers will bring the
primetime television , they have dropped significantly.
sex back to the show. However, with next week's apparent flooding in the
Later in the show a banged limo rushes in, with three women who were hospital, sex seems a far off dream, as does any type of comeback for the
in a car accident on their way to meet their husbands. Predictably the men show in the next few weeks.
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Sex, scandal and royal court politics in one great read
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Sex With Kings by Eleanor Herman bnngs us back to the world of dazzling jewels, endless fortune and sexual politics centering around vanous
European kings. In the years of feudalism, the king 's word was law and
sometimes those laws could be heavily influenced and decided while the
king rested in the arms of his mistress. This book is a great read, especially during the relaxing weeks of summer. Herman weaves this historical work in such a way that it isn't dry or boring, but instead a look into
what a historical People magazine might look like.
Herman does a fantastic job explaining the unstable role of the king 's
mistress. Unlike the queen, the mistress was expected to entertain her
king, through conversation and her many talents. She had no rest; whether
sick or tired, it was her role to put on a smile for the king. She was an
object of envy and hate, forcing her to carefully guard her position. A loss
of position could mean a loss of all the finances and estates she had gathered during her time. This carefully described role of the female lover to
her king is well done by Herman. She truly brings the role to life and well
illustrates how much influence a mistress could have. She paints a strong
picture of other court advisors who fretted over the treasury often dipped
into by the King so he could bestow his mistress with gifts. Herman tells
of them attempting to get rid of mistresses who had too much influence
in politics.
Herman also does a good job justifying the position of the royal mistress, or rather the need of the king for a royal mistress. She describes the
search for a proper wife to fill the role of queen—she should come with
an impressive dowry and access to more land and titles. She should come
as a contract which ensures peace or an alliance between two lands.
Fathers of princesses would often send false portraits to prospective kings
to make it seem that their daughters were very beautiful. In reality, due to
massive inbreeding, many queens were not attractive or very intelligent.
When their wives came to them, kings were often highly disappointed and
from there on out would visit the queens ' quarters to perform their expected duties , but then leave for their mistresses. Herman dedicates much
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time to explaining this delicate situation, which sets us up to root for the
mistress and the possibility of love between her and the king.
While many were jealous of or feared the highly sought out position of
royal mistress, Herman does not pretend every moment in the royal court
was glorious and regal. Many mistresses were left in poverty after the
monarch was done with them. A few were assassinated in power struggles, and some were sent to prison for having affairs of their own. This
carefully detailed role of the mistress is a great strength in the novel .
Herman examines a position in history that is not well documented, as letters between the king and his lover were often burned, or never existed
due to low levels of literacy. Herman brings to life a large part of politics
that isn 't highlighted in many history books. The novel, partially due to
the subject itself, but mostly its light presentation, is fun to read. It provides a powerful accounting of history mixed with delightful and scandalous gossip.
However, the structure of the book makes it hard to follow. In her other
novel , Sex with Queens, Herman dedicated each chapter to a specific relationship. In this book she instead utilized chapters for certain subjects.
While this narrative choice provides great insight into an overall picture of
life in European monarchies, it was near impossible to remember which
mistress belonged to which king. Certain mistresses appear multiple times
in the book , and it becomes easy to associate them with their actions or distinct personalities, but the king's name is lost or shadowed by his mistress
and it becomes harder to remember the love affairs themselves.
Perhaps at the end of the novel it never mattered if we remember
which king each mistress bedded , because in most cases the stories were
much the same. Many of the kings, similar to their queens, were very
unattractive and unintelligent and lusted only for their power and
money. Mistresses were also expendable, as there was never a lack of
beautiful women waiting for the king to notice them. Herman may accurately paint a view of a world where names did not matter, but positions
were everything.

Great cast mix brings hilarious comedy to box office

By Ben Cunkelman, staff writer

If you 're looking for nothing but entertainment in the theaters , look
no further than the Cocn brothers ' first release since No Country f o r
Old Men . Forget going to an action juggernaut where either the plot
bends under the weight of the seventeenth oil truck exploding or is
entirely missing from the screenplay. The tagline
to Burn After Reading is "Intelligence is
Relative. " Yet among all the foul language , sexual innuendos , random violence , domestic issues,
plots , subplots and overarching subplots , the
movie seems more ridiculous than snappy. Here, it
seems, "outrageousness is relative " to Joel and
Ethan Coen. And outrageousness equals maximum entertainment.
In Burn After Reading, ex-CIA analyst and D.C.
resident Osboume Cox (John Malkovich) decides
to write a "memoir" about his time at the agency.
As his marriage falls apart and his hand is clasped
around the bottle more than the pen , a copy of
some of his to-be-published work ends up in the
unlikeliest of places—Hardbodies Fitness
Centers , where airhead gym-rat Chad Feldheimer
(Brad Pitt) finds the files on a CD in the men 's
locker room. It would be foolish to try and untangle this tightly bound dark comedy and attempt to Pitt sheds blood as
explain the details of the rest of the plot , but let 's
leave it at this: as soon as Pitt is emphatically
pointing trigger lingers at some ot the highly classified , raw intelligence , CIA s**t" that he found, the film is off and running. Where is
it running ? That 's something the viewer and the rest of the cast seem
to not know. But it 's beside the point. This film is about the absurdities that arise when bureaucrats mix with everyday citizens and every-

one misunderstands everyone else.
Of course , the characters really propel this film forward. Along with
Malkovich and Pitt , George Clooney stars as womanizing treasury
agent Harry Pfarrer, who leads the absurdities count by horse lengths.
Imagine a less classy, dumber Danny Ocean , plus
gold chains and a "running" habit that would
make Bill Clinton look like a priest. Tilda Swinton
plays Cox 's wife Katie , whose fractured marriage
with Osboume can be attributed to Pfarrer's more
satisfying ways. Chad Feldheimer 's co-worker at
Hardbodies is self-conscious Linda Litzke
(Frances McDormand), who needs money for cosmetic surgery and thinks that blackmailing Cox
for the files will be the way to eliminating her
square shoulders and crow 's feet. No one is above
lewd antics , and those who think they know the
most are left in the dark. Play ball.
Naturally, because it is a Coen movie, there will
be viewers who think "the two-headed director "
crossed the line on this one. The old adage with
the Coen brothers is that you either like the film or
you hate the film. If you have the ability to laugh
NYPOSTCOM
at things that are so dark they are strangely funny
Chad Feldheimer. or at blatant disregard for societal taboos , then
don 't hesitate going to the theaters to watch much
more than Brad Pitt dancing on a treadmill while
listening to an ifoa. flus, i t s simply hysterical to hear John
Malkovich articulate the f-word nearly two dozen times. He would
make Dane Cook cry from hearing such immaculate Eng lish. And at
the end what do we learn from it? You tell me , and while you 're at it ,
tell Osboume Cox we have his files.

Mules learn f rom matches in ITAs
From TENNIS. Page 18
the Colby team faced After winning
their first doubles match. Chin and his
partner captain Bryan Brown '09 lost
to a doubles team from Williams As
Brown put it . "even, indoor court in
the NESCAC is a different speed in
terms of how the ball bounces , so
Williams had a big home court ad-

vantage. We played well considering
that, and even had a match point in the
tiebreaker "
Head Coach Doanh Wang acknow ledged. "We didn 't do as well as
maybe we could have. " However, he
continues to emphasize that every individual win will build confidence
and give the players something to
build on for future tournaments
Phillip Zunshine '12 and Nick

Phillip Zunshine 12 and Sick Rosen-Wachs '09 after their doubles win.

Rosen-Wachs '09 won their firsl
match against a team from Eastern
Nazarene College before losing to a
team from Williams in doubles.
This weekend is the only opportunity of the season to see the men 's
tennis team at home on Friday, October 3 at 3:30 p.m. The team will be
playing the University of Southern
Maine , which should be a competitive matchup for Mules. Considering
that it is an opportunity to watch the
seniors before they graduate, as well
as the rest of the team who will be
representing the Mules in future
years makes it a match worth going
to see. Indeed, the team is hoping to
improve its results, and a good
turnout would give the team a home
court advantage
On the other half, the women 's
team had an even rougher weekend at
their ITA tournament at MIT. The
women lost their lone doubles match
and their singles matches in the first
round. Despite this setback , the
women are looking forward to facing
Simmons College in Boston this coming weekend. And although the team
was hoping for better results , this
leaves Colby with room for improvement in the season. The tournament
was a valuable learning experience
for the younger players who will continue to grow and contribute to the
young team.

Football victorious over Panthers
From FOOTBALL. Page 18

the Middlebury offense refused to
quit They came back with a quick
scoring drive capped off by a 45yard pass to Andrew Matson to cut
the deficit to 24-13. After a punt by
Gagne. the Panthers seemed to be
driving again when Dennis Cromn
came up with an interception on a
hobbled ball at the Colby 15-yard
line. The Mules were then able to
run the clock down to 3:17 and
though Middlebury scored one last
desperation touchdown. Colby
came away with the victory in a
game that was never over till , well,
it was over.
"It was a great win for our football
program ." Mcsticn said. "Middlebury was a good football team and
we beat them in all three phases of
the game. Offense. Defense and in
Special Teams We controlled the
play from the start winning the battle
up front on both sides of the ball. On
defense , we shut down their run

game turning them into a one dimensional offense. And although they put
up some decent numbers throwing
the ball, we were always in control.

Offensivel y, our ability to run the
football allowed us to maintain a balance between the run and pass that

reall y allowed us to control the
tempo of the game."
Next weekend the team will be at
home again when the Mules face
the Wesleyan University Cardinals ,
who lost to Hamilton College 17-7
in a game that was played on Sunday on the campus of Trinity College after the Wesleyan field
flooded. Colby will bring a 1-1
record into the game as it faces the
winless Cardinals (0-2). Mcstieri
said of the upcoming game. "Wesleyan will come in here 0-2 but they
are a good football team. They typically are a very physical team and
the challenge will be to play with an
unmatched level of intensity. It
should be a great game."
After his team christened the new
Stadium with a rousing victory,
Mestieri said , "I would like to thank
the entire Colby community for their
outpouring of support on Saturday.
It was a great crowd and our team
appreciated their support very much.
They assisted us in a big way in giving us a home field advantage."

Rowe each netting a goal to give
Middlebury the win by the final
score of 7-3.
Although the end result was certainl y not what the Mules hoped for,
there were plenty of positives to be
taken from this performance against a
very strong Middlebury team. Quadir
found the back of the net once again
to bnng her goal total up to seven in
the last four games along with three
assists Poulin also continued to shine
offensively, racking up another assist
on Quadir 's goal. Quadir is quick to
acknowledge that her impressive goal
scoring stats can be attributed directly
to her team, especially fellow sophomore Poulm
"I believe my success so far is due
entirel y to my teammates. In order for

me to score it takes a complete team
to move the ball from one end of the
field to the other. Meryl has assisted
most of my goals; she is incredible at
drawing the defense and dishing to
space. She creates multiple opportunities for the rest of us to score,"
Quadir said.
She also singles out senior captain
Frazer Humes as an important influence on the field both physically and
inspirational ly. "She has been a major
force in transition. Her patience and
leadership on the field keeps our team
focused and united ," Quadir said of
her captain.
Colby plays its next game on
Wednesday, October 1 at home on the
Bill Alfond turf field against the University of Maine at Farmington.

[Wesleyan] typically is a very
physical team
and the challege will be to
play with an unmatched level
of intensity.
Ed Mestieri
Head Coach

WOMEN'S SOCCER

CAROLINE DICK5DN/THE COLBY ECHO

Leah Turino 'II dribbles past Middleburys Kirsten Lundquist in Saturday s' 3-0 loss to the Panthers. Colby will
play Wesleyan University at home on Saturday . October 4. Last season, the Mules fell to the Cardinals. 2-1.

Middleburyblanks Mules
By MOLLY BIDD1SCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

[ he Mules of the women s soccer
team expected a hard-foug ht game
on Saturday, Sept. 27 when they
hosted the Middlebury College Panthers, and that is exactly what they
got. Playing through wet and slick
field conditions , both teams battled
during the first half only to reach a 00 stalemate at half time. The Mules
played a defensive game, holding the
Panthers for the majority of play. But
at 25:18 left on the clock of the second half, the game broke open when
Panther Gabnclla Curbeio-Zeidman
slipped by Mule defense to score
what proved to be the game-winning
tally. Loni Pisani '11 made 14 saves
on the day, but could not stop Middlebury from striking again. On a

Panther breakaway, Colby 's defense
was caught off guard and Annie
Rowell received the ball from above
the box. She beat out her Mule defender and notched the second goal
of the game.
Now down by two goals, the Mules
struggled to regain enough offensive
pressure to rebound. The defense
tightened up, but within the last 25
seconds of play Rowell scored again
for Middlebury. The Panthers concluded the match with 23 shots, while
Colby only shot four times in the
match. "Despite the outcome, it was a
reall y hard fought game," Lexi Bohonnon ' 10 said.
The Mules ' strength in recent
games has lain in their defense, while
they have struggled to create offensive opportunities. "[Goalkeeper]
Loni played especially well for our

defense," added Bohonnon.
Colby now stands at 4-2 on the season and 1 -2 in the league. Middlebury
improved its record to 3-3-2 overall
and 2-1 in the New Eng land Small
College Athletic Conference.
The Mules were scheduled to
p lay a double-header last weekend ,
but their home match against
Williams College was postponed
due to the poor weather conditions
in Waterville.
This weekend Colby will face off
against Wesleyan University at home
on Oct. 4 at 11:00 a.m. The Cardinals
are coming off a big 2-0 home victory against Trinity College last
weekend. The Mules beat the Bantams 1 -0 in overtime earlier this season. Colby now looks onward to the
Cardinals, hoping to avenge its 2-1
loss to Wesleyan last year.

Volleyball goes 1-3 at MTT

Field hockey takes early lead; f alls
From FIELD HOCKEY . Page 18

In response, the Mules seemed to
come out ready to hang with the Panthers in the second half with the
teams sp litting goals in the opening
minutes Amy Campbell '10 scored
for Colby off a pass from Lancaster
after the Panthers had gone up 4-2 on
Thompson 's second of the game
Colby looked like it had a chance to
tie the game but the goal was called
back , and unfortunately after that it
was all Middlebury. The Panthers
scored three straig ht times in a span
of four minutes with Delano netting
her third of the morning along with
Heather McCormack and Mamie

The Mules pulled off a win against the Vassar College Brewers at the MIT Invitational last weekend.

Colby loses two
games 3-2 in the
f if t hset at Invite
By MOLLY BIDD1SCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

CAROLINE WCKSOVTHE COLBY ECHC

Meryl Poulm 09 and her Colby teammates were in hot pursuit of Middlebury on Saturday, but ultimately the
Panthers w.ere too much to contain and pulled awayfor the 7-3 victory. Colby will plav Wesleyan next weekend.

The volleybal l team defeated Vassar College at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Invitational last
weekend, but then fell to Tufts University, Benedictine College and Endicott College to finish 1-3 on the
tournament. The Mules, who are now
5-6 on the season , kicked off the
weekend by dominating Vassar on
Friday night , capturing a 3-0 victory
over their opponent. Despite a promising commencement to the tourney,
the Mutes lost stamina in the second
game of the night and dropped a 3-0
New England Small College Athletic
Conference match to the Jumbos.
The following day, Saturday,
Colby fought two tough battles
against Benedictine and Endicott—
both matches played out to a fifth set,
yet both resulted devastating 3-2
losses. In the game against Benedictine , Colby lost the first two sets 2522 and 25-14. The second set against
the Ravens proved to be particularly
difficult, but the Mules rallied in the
third set. and captured the third and

fourth set victories. Despite an evenly
matched fifth set, the Mules came out
tentatively against the Ravens and
dropped the match 15-13. "We need
to be more confident and aggressive
[in the fifth set]," Head Coach Candice Parent said.
Statistically, senior leaders Jenny
Lawrence and Meredith Lawler

It was our first
time being in a
five set game
this season, so
it was nice to
get that experience under our
belts.
Candice Parent
Head Coach

dominated the match . Of note ,
Lawler had 16 kills and 10 digs
against Benedictine , while Lawrence
contributed 38 assists and seven aces
in the same match. Caitlin Burchill
'12 had nine kills and 13 digs .
Heather Arvidson ' 11 had eight kills ,
and Andrea Rosencarten '12 added
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seven kills and 24 digs over the
Ravens.
After a difficult Benedictine loss,
the Mules regained their composure
and returned to the court to sweep the
next two sets 26-24 and 25-22 against
Endicott College. After losing two to
Colby, the Gulls refused to roll over,
and bounced back to take the next
three sets. In a similar tunc as the
Benedictine match, the Mules lost the
game in the fifth set , this time 15-12
"It was our first time being in a five
set game this season, so it was nice to
get that experience under our belts. It
would have just been nice to win one
or both of those matches ," Parent
said of the results of the weekend.
Against Edicot, Burchill led the
way with 14 kills and seven digs
Lawler added her signature 11 kills
and 18 digs, while teammate
Lawrence had 38 assists Rosengarten
contributed eight kills and 11 digs.
The Mules have been working hard
to improve the consistency of their offense and their serve receive. Parent
believes that her team made advances
this weekend towards a "much more
productive and balanced offense."
With a continuall y solid defense the
expenence of five set matches gained
from the MIT Invitational , the Mules
look to regain a winning record today.
Oct. 1 in a league game against Bowdnin at Rmnswick

CROSS COUNTRY

Harriers brave the storm and course
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

Despite predictions of terrible, hurricane-driven weather, the Mules traveled to Williamston , Massachusetts to
eompete in the Williams College Purp le Valley Classic last weekend on
Saturday, Sept. 27. While the hilly,
grassy race course is taxing in its own
right , the tropical conditions posed
additional challenges for the harriers.

That is not to say, however, that the
Mules had a poor showing.
"It was a good weekend fot
Colby." Katrina Gravel ' 10 affirmed.
"If you look at the results, you 'll see a
lot of Colby girls finishing close together. We're really working well together as a team, helping each othei
through races."
Gravel led the Mules ' charge, blitzing the 6-kilometer course in 23 min-

utes and 33 seconds en route to a 12th
p lace finish. Emma Linhard '11 followed Gravel into the chute , taking
13th place with a time one second shy
of Gravel's. Juniors Mandy Ivey and
Cassie Knight ran their own races,
separate from other Colby harriers.
Ivey snatched 17th place, outkicking
a Williams runner by one second and
Knight , running in her first race of
season, secured
27th place with a
time of24:18.
The women 's
remaining varsity
runners gave new
meaning to a mule
pack. Running together as a squad of
seniors, classmates
Devan Fitzpatrick ,
Hannah Taska and
Jennifer MacDowell finished within
Katrina
five seconds of
each other and
blocked 53rd , 54th
and 55th place, respectively.
Together, the women 's effort
earned Colby a fourth place finish in
the highly competitive field. Their
score, 105 points , put them well
ahead of fifth place Keene State
University (174 points). This bodes
well because historically, Keene
State is Colby 's greatest post-season
rival when both teams clamor for a
berth in NCAA Division III Cross
Country Championships.

As it continues to march towards
the chilly November championship
races, Colby will chase New England
Small College Athletic Conference nvals such as Williams College, Middlebury College and Amherst
College; teams that placed first , second , and third , respectivel y, last
weekend.
"We're happy with our fourth
place finish in the
varsity
race,"
Gravel
recalled ,
"but
obviously
we're hoping to
take on those top
teams in future
races."
The
men 's
team , which is in
the midst of a rebuilding
phase ,
finished in 14th
place out of the 18
Gravel '10 teams in the stiff
Runner
varsity field. John
Hall
'09,
this
week 's top Mule,
had an impressive
charge to the finish line as he dueled two Middlebury rivals up to
the final second of the race. Splitting the two Middlebury runners .
Hall finished the 8-kilometer course
in 28 minutes and 11 seconds. He
was followed by teammates Andy
Maguire '11 (28:57), Mike Bienkowski '10 (29:31), Matthieu
Nadeau '12 (30:44), and Chris Halladay '12 (31:13).

If you look at the
results., .we're
really working
well together as
a team, helping
each other
through races.

The men s' team p laced 14th out of 18 teams at the Purple Valley Classic.

CUNK'S CORNER

2009: Vive Le Retour de Lance

Armstrong returns
with a new summit
to climb in July

teed a spot in the 09 Tour, and
meanwhile the Prime Minister of
Australia, John Howard , has already
called him , keen on seeing that the
seven-time Tour champ would be including the Tour Down Under in his
race schedule. When an Italian journalist asked Lance if it was at all
possible that he would ride the Giro
d'ltaifa in MSy, he responded , "I
would encourage [Prime Minister]
Berlusconi to enact some cancer-related legislation."
And on top of that , he's also making the largest anti-doping statement
his sport has ever seen. Armstrong
has hired anti-doping expert and former UCLA laboratory chief Dr. Don
Catlin to test him anytime , anywhere, and post the results online for
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Allow yourself to picture the scene:
i phone rings in Paris, .and a world
leader picks up the phone. "Alio?"
vrys Nicolas Sarkozy. "Bonjour Mon- February's Amgen Tour of California,
sieur President," comes the voice on March's Paris-Nice, April's Tour de
ihc other end. "This is Lance."
Georgia, the Dauphine-Libere in early
Now pause. Rewind to the beginning June and then return to the Rues,
of September. While the world's best Pyrenees, Alps and Champs-Eiysees
cyclists were navigating the mountains in Jul y. But as to that question of
and roads of one of Europe's Three [why?] —Well , just let the man himGrand Tours, la Vuelta a Espana, word self answer it.
had spread among the riders that in ¦was
"I'm going to ride my bike , I' m
coming back. Yes, that he, the one who going to spread this message [about
rode so fearlessly to seven straight titles the fight against cancer] around the
in the world's most
world ," says Armfamous bike race.
strong, whose Lance
The one who for
Armstrong Foundathe past three years
tion has raised over
had been running
250 million dollars
marathons, riding
in its 11-year exismountain bikes and
tence. Indeed, his redating celebrities.
turn to the '09 tour
The one who did all
is not so much a
of this after being
whim as it seems; he
giving a 50-50
plans to hold a
chance to live when
global summit on
lie was lying on a
cancer in Paris after
hospital bed twelve
the tour next sumyears ago. Lance
mer—and he means
-Vrmstrong was reJohan Bruyneel business. In 2007,
turning to profesthe LAF led the efArmstrong s team director
sional cycling.
fort to pass ProposiOf course, as
tion
15,
an
always in the
amendment to the
wake of these athlete returns (sec constitution in his home state of
l avre, Brett and Jordan , Michael), Texas, which raised the bonds to fund
one asks the question: why is he doing cancer research in the Lone Star State
it? "I remember the first time he men- to $3 billion. For the global summit
tioned it to me [on the phone], " says this summer, he expects a dozen
\rmstrong's team director for all world leaders to attend , including the
seven Tour victories, Johan Bruyneel. next president of the United States of
"I said, 'At which party are you now? America.
\re you sober?'" But oh, Johan, this
Thus , in a sense Lance is running
is real. As you now know, months his own campaign, one on wheels
after that phone call . Lance is plan- powered by sweat for a cause that 's
ning to ride in the 2009 Tour de about life itself. He has already
France, on your Astana team. He 'll called President Sarkozy to make
race in January 's Tour Down Under, sure his Astana team wilt be guaran-

the entire world to see. I think it s
the first time an athlete can actually
be totally validated on the chance
he 's successful ," said Lance. "In my
opinion , Don Catlin is beyond reproach. "
As for winning it all? "The most important issue is taking the global epidemic of cancer to a much bigger
stage," says Armstrong. Still , "we're
not going to try to win second place,"
says Bill Stapleton, Armstrong's agent.
The bottom line however, is clear,
and nobody speaks it better than
Lance. "If I get fifth and five guys
write, 'It 's because he was dirty before and he 's clean now,' but I've effected some change around the world,
well, guess who wins?"
Picture that scene, world, picture that.

I remember the
first time he
mentioned it to
me [on the
phone.] I said ,
'At which party
are you now?
Are you sober?'
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DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK
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Victor Gagne '09
SPORT:
Football

HOMETOWN:

^% £>

£±

O-5/
_0 „

Norridgewock, ME
Punting average
POSITION: Kicker
KEY STATS: Punted
for a 34.6-yard average, was 3 for 3 on extra
points and booted a 42-yard field goal in Saturday's win over Middlebury.
WHY: Gagne, who ranks third in the NESCAC in
punting average, was named Special Teams
Player of the Week for the second straight time,
following up his 42.6-yard average punt performance at Williams on Sept. 20.
NESCAC ROUND-UP
Cm Tuesday, September 30, two days after teams from Middlebury, Trinity,
Hamilton, and Williams qualified for the 2008 NESCAC Golf Championship (in
that order), the 2008 All-Conference Team was announced. Overall, the teams with
the most representativeson the First and Second All-Conference Teamswere—not
surprisingly—Middlebury and Trinity, with four and three players honored, respectively. Trinity junior Reid Longley was named 2008 Player of the Year, Bates
first-year Lee Smith was Rookie of the Year, and 14-year Middlebury head coach
Bill Beaney was named Coach of the Year. For Beaney, who is also the Panthers'
men's ice hockey head coach, it is the first COY honors in either sport...In field
hockey, the defending national champion Bowdoin Polar Bears finally let up a
goal, but of course, still managed a 3-1 win over Amherst in Brunswick on Saturday, September 27. The goal, scored by Haley Douds ' 10 in the second half, ended
Bowdoin 's opening-season shut out streak at 532 minutes...Connecticut College
men's basketball alumnus Charles Stone '08 has signed a contract with the SISUElite Team in Copenhagen, Denmark. SISU, which made the Danish Cup Semifinals last season (out of 10 teams) and last won the League Championship in 1985,
features a five-man active roster and a two-player junior team. Stone, who hails
from Hackensack, NJ, will join players from Lithuania, Serbia, Croatia, and Iceland in addition to the other American on the squad, Mychal Kearse, who graduated from Mount Saint Mary's University (Emmitsburg, Maryland) in 2007. If
"The Mount" rings a bell, that's because the Mountaineers were a no. 16 seed in
last March's NCAA Tournament, falling 113-74 to top-ranked University of North
Carolina in the first round of the 65-team bracket tourney.
—NickCunkelman. Sports Editor

STANDINGS

KHouse of Pizza
This Week's Special: Two Calzones for only $11.99
1

10% off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

Volleyball goes
1-3 at the MIT
Invitational

Women's soccer
outlasted by
Middlebury, 30
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FOOTBALL

A new field and a resoundingwin for the Mules
showed excellent poise in the pocket
and on several occasions managed to
scramble for positive yardage and
first downs. Head Coach Ed
^
Mestieri called Bums' number
on
^^
several occasions with
^R
the plays desi gned to get
draw
^H
^^L
sophomore quarterHL
back involved in the
rushing
game Bums
L^^^^K

A ^^^fc

yards. In addition ,
Hum:- - was able
sustain drives against
Middlebur y
to reward the
V
tough defensive effort. In the game at
Williams , the defense kept the
Mules close for much of the way, but
Colby was ultimately worn down because the offense could not stay on
the field long enough to provide adequate rest. On Saturday, Colby
strung together first downs and scoring drives and saw a rejuvenated defense take the field on each
possession.
The first half proceeded as
a defensive struggle for much
HOB KIEVJVTNE COtB> ECHO
Quarterback Patrick Burns 'II jukes Middlebury s Murphy McCurdy in
of the way, as neither team built
Colby s 24-19 win on the new Seaverns Field at Harold Alfond Stadium.
up a serious scoring threat in the
first quarter. With the score tied
0-0
late
in the second quarter, Midrainy weather did not fit the occasion
By CHRIS GORUD
as Colby students and community dlebury quarterback Donald McKilSTAFF WRITER
members gathered for the inaugural lop '11 had his team driving into
On Saturday, Sept. 27, the Colby game at the College 's new football Colby territory at the Mules ' 39 yard
football team played its first game at and track facility, but the Mules were line and it looked as if the Panthers
the newly renovated Harold Alfond determined to brighten the spirits of were on the verge of breaking
through what had been a resilient
Stadium against the Panthers of Mid- those that gathered.
dlebury College. Heading into the
The Mules regained a semblance Colby defense. However, Mules cogame, the Mules looked like major of a passing game as Patrick Bums captain Mark Ozarowski '09 came
underdogs after a disappointing 28- ' 11 completed 11 of 21 passes for 92 up with a crucial sack of McKillop
0 loss to Williams College the week- yards—a marked improvement on and forced a fumble to put the ball
end before, with the defending his 23 yards last weekend. A solid back in the hands of the offense.
conference champion in town on a rushing combination of Dan Prunier
The rushing attack then plowed
rainy afternoon. However, Colby '10 and Mike Cuqua '10 behind the down the field , and after a key pass
was able to grab the lead in the third experienced offensive line and full- interference penalty was called
quarter and defensively hold the Pan- back Roger Bel '10 combined for against the Panthers, the Mules had
thers to earn a 24-19 victory. The 128 yards on the ground. Bums control of the ball at the Middlebury
^k
^H
^A
^r

\
I
l
I
flL
^^V

five yard line. On the ensuing play,
the Panther defense left Bel uncovered, which allowed him to emerge
from the back field and receive a pass
from Bums in the comer of the endzone for the first touchdown pass of
the season.
Middlebury responded after receiving the kickoff with under two
minutes remaining in the half ,
marching down the field behind the
efficient passing of McKillop, who
eventuall y scored on a leap into the
end zone over his
offensive line. This
charge had the potential to swing momentum away from
the Mules going into
halftime , but Matt
Fait '10 managed to
get a hand up and
block the extra point
attempt to preserve
a 7-6 lead.
With only 34 seconds left , Mestien
could have called for
Bums to take a knee
and go into the
locker rooms for the
intermission. But a
stellar return of 40
yards by Connor Walsh ' 12 gave the
offense great field position to tack on
one more score before the break. A
pass from Bums to Walsh for 12 yards
and a keeper by Bums for 10 yards set
up a 42 yard field goal attempt for
Victor Gagne '09. Gagne stepped up
and converted on what is sure to be
one of the longest field goals in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference this season. With those
three points, the Mules took a 10-6
lead into the locker room and asserted
themselves as true contenders in this
game.
"It was a big lift for our team when
after they scored , we blocked, the

extra point, returned the ensuing kick
off to midfield and kicked a field goal
three plays later," Mestieri said. "We
didn 't allow a momentum swing for
them going into the half."
After a holding penalty halted their
first drive of the second half , the
Colby offense took the field on the
Middlebury 40 yard line after Nick
Kmetz '12 tackled Middlebury back
Matt Wassel for a loss of three on
fourth and one. The Mules used a
string of running plays, including a 14
yard enort oy
Prunier to reach
the 3-yard line
where
Bums
found the halfback
with
a
touchdown pass.
This play marked
the second occasion in which
Mestieri used the
passing
game
from
short
yardage after relying on the run to
get in scoring position. The tactic
Ed Mestieri
proved effective
Head Coach
and Colby took a
17-6 lead.
Toward the end of the third quarter, Middlebury drove again before
it was beset by penalties. A lack of
discipline on both sides of the ball
cripp led the Panthers in this game
as they were penalized 12 times for
110 yards and had several long
plays called back. Colby took over
with under two minutes to play in
the quarter and put together a fiveplus minute scoring drive capped
by a 21-yard scoring strike from
Bums to a streaking Matt Hellinger
'09. Still , even with the Mules
holding a 24-6 lead with under 11
minutes remaining, McKillop and

It was a great
win for our football program...
We beat them in
all three phases
of the game...
[The crowd
also] assisted us
in a big way.

I

ITAs rough
yet fruitful
for tennis
By PETER KILKI I I.Y
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Both of Colby 's tennis teams, men
and women, had a tough time this
past weekend at the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) tournaments, which for the men was held at
Williams College and for the women
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
The men 's team played well overall , yet left the tournament without
the results to show for it. The best
example of this was senior Alex
Chin 's weekend, which had him
winning his first match in three sets

Williams had a
big home court
advantage, [but]
we played well
and even had a
match point in
the tiebreaker.
Bryan Brown '09

Captain

and then losing to the eventual champion , Conrad Olson of Middlebury
College. Ghin gave Olson his toughest match, but was unable to pull out
the win in the end. Tough draws in
the tournament left the Colby men 's
tennis team taking solace in the successes they did have.
The varieties of indoor tennis
courts added to the difficulties that

See FOOTBALL, Page 16

See TENNIS, Page 16

Before the end of the half, the Mules
began to show some positive signs.
Colby had been making too many
passes over the top and passing the ball
to open areas for forwards to run onto,
but either the Panthers were too quick
or the balls were poorly placed. The
Mules regained some of the flow in the
closing minutes but could not score.
The second half was another story,
with Colby keeping up the pressure
and keeping the ball in the Panthers
end. Better passing ted to a Nate
Seiberling ' 11 shot in the 55th minute
that just cleared the crossbar. Minutes
later Westhafer crossed it into Logan
King '09, who made some moves but
couldn 't keep control , resulting in a
goal kick. The best chance Colby had
was in the 60th minute on a comer
kick. Blake Dressen ' 11 elevated and
got solid head on the cross, placing it
towards the top left shelf, but the Panther Bush made the save.
Middlebury's third goal came with

19 minutes left. The Panthers made
three crisp passes starting from midfield, to the middle and one final pass
past the off-sides trap leading to a one
on one between senior Baer Fisher and
Sibor. Fisher placed it past Sibor, who
found himself too far away to cut off
the angleColby had some chances toward
the end, coming from the feet of King.
Todd Boertzel '09, Shatkin and
Dressen. Mike Baldwin *10 played a
strong game and was seen hustling
back on defense and forcing turnovers
The Mules have two games this
week. A mid-week trip to the University of Southern Maine (7-2-1) is
followed by another home game
against Wesleyan University(2-21). The Cardinals tied Middlebury
last week. The Wesleyan game
starts at 1:30 p.m and it should be a
good one. Last year, the Mules
fought hard in Middletown but fell
to the Cardinals 2-0.

Men's soccer falls to Middlebury

FIELD HOCKEY

'07 NCAA champs
hand Mules third
straight def eat
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

CHH0UNE DtCKSON/THE COtSf CCMO

Mollie Kimmel 09 advances the ball down the field against Middlebury 1.

Colby trumped by
second-ranked Panthers
tributed an assist of her own to set up
teammate Caitlyn Lancaster '12 for
the second score.
The Colby field hockey team batBut Middlebury then showed
tled
inclement
why it has so far reweather and the
mained undefeated
second-ranked
and proved that it
team in the country
deserved its number
when they hosted
two ranking in the
the
undefeated
last eight minutes of
Middlebury Colthe first half. Midlege Panthers on a
dlebury sophomore
soggy Saturday
Chase Delano took
morning
The
control of the game,
Mules started off
first with an assist
strong and gave
on a goal by teamthe Panthers somemate
Sophie
thing to worry
Thompson ,
then
about by taking a
scoring twice her2-0 lead in the first
Heather Quadir '11 self , once unas16 minutes of play.
sisted on a penalty
The first point
comer to give Midcame on a goal by
dlebury a 3-2 lead
Heather Quadir ' 11 with an assist by going into halftime.
Meryl Poulin ' 11 just under two minuies into the game. Quadir then conSee RELD HOCKEY, Page 16
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

In order for me
to score, it
takes a
complete team
to move the
ball from one
end of the field
to the other.

When the Middlebury College
men 's soccer team wins, it 's usually a
shutout. Last year, the Panthers won
18 games en route to their Division III
National Champion Title. Of those 18
wins, 17wereshutouts. Unfortunately
for Colby, Middlebury brought its Agamo to Waterville for Saturday 's
matchup. Middlebury(4-0-l, 2-0- 1 in
NESCAC) stayed undefeated this season with a 3-0 victory on Seaverns
Field. The Mules (2-3-0, 1-2-0)
dropped their third straight in a row
and second straight in NESCAC play.
The field was wet from the storm
the night before and a light rain
greeted both teams at the start of the
game. Only four minutes into the
game, Middlebury was pressuring the
Colby defense with good passing and
well-placed crosses. One of those
crosses from the comer was low and
passed through the box untouched.
Colby goalie Doug Sibor '10 came
across the net and covered the near
post as a Middlebury midfielder collected the missed cross. The Panther
passed up a shot and re-crossed the
ball to first-year Tyler Macnec, who
fired a quick shot to put the Panthers
up 1-0. Colby immediately responded
with pressure and got a comer kick
for its effort. However, the opportunity was missed with a shot wide left.
Colby only had three shots on goal as
Middlebury keeper Brian Bush *09
tallied his third shutout of the season.
For most of the first half, the ball
was in Colby 's side of the field.
Though the score did not show it, the
Colby defense played well. Captain
Tom Milaschewski *09 anchored a

defense with fellow seniors Matt
Shatkin and James Westhafer at fullback and Ben Desmond '11 sweeping. Shatkin not onl y played solid
defense but also gave good headers
and made plays with well-placed
crosses from the back , especially in
the second half. Milaschewski
cleared the ball out of the box on
countless occasions. Desmond , on
two occasions, both late in the first
j rd second half, stopped breakaways,
including a two on one after a broken
play in the second.
With nine minutes left in the first
half, the skinny-legged Panthers
notched another goal. The defense
could not get a foot on the ball to clear
it and Macnec got off a hard low shot
to the far post that skipped across the
wet grass into the comer of the net.
Sibor tried but was not able to save it
Sibor played a strong game in net with
multiple aggressive runs to the top of
the goalie box to make sliding aaves.
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Logan King '09 and the Mules fou ght hard in the sloppy conditions, but ultimately fell 3-0 on Saturday.
¦

